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1. The teacher said that we .......... harder on our pronunciation. 

 A. work  B. working  C. should work D. have worked 

2. The train couldn’t run fast .................... snow. 

 A. so   B. if   C. because  D. because of 

3. Don’t let children .......... in the kitchen. 

 A. play  B. playing  C. to play  D. played 

4. Which songs do they often sing ............. Christmas? 

 A. on   B. at   C. in   D. of 

5. She was ............ because of her bad result. 

 A. happy  B. unhappy  C. happily  D. unhappily 

6. She has .............. provided a picnic lunch for us. 

 A. kind  B. unkind  C. kindly  D. kindness 

7. We ..................... this car if it is expensive. 

 A. haven’t bought B. won’t buy  C. didn’t buy D. wouldn’t buy 

8. If he is careful, he .......... get good marks. 

 A. must  B. will   C. could  D. would 

9. Is he really ................ that you can’t come there. 

 A. disappoint B. to disappoint  C. disappointing D. disappointed 

10. I think most children are creative enough to write .......... poems. 

 A. beautiful  B. beautifully  C. beauty  D. beautify 

11. It is necessary ............ forests. 

 A. protect  B. protected  C. to protect  D. protecting 

12. They made their living by .......... fish in the ocean every day. 

 A. catch  B. to catch  C. catching  D. caught 

13. I suggest .............. to the movies. 

 A. go   B. going  C. to go  D. went 

14. I have sent you a lot of letters but you have never been ..................... 

 A. respond  B. response  C. responsive  D. responsively 

15. The cost of ............ is very high in big cities. 

 A. life   B. live   C. living  D. lived 

16. The next stage in the development of television is ...............TV. 

 A. interact  B. interaction C. interactive   D. interactively 

17. By learning English, you can get access to the world’s ................ 

 A. develop  B development C. developed  D. developing 

18. Hurry up, or you won’t ....................... the last bus. 

 A. miss  B. take  C. catch  D. go 

19. He can swim and ................. can I. 

 A. to   B. too   C. so   D. such 

20. Let’s wait .............. the rain stops. 

 A. before  B. after  C. until  D. when  

21. ................ this street, you will see my school on the left. 
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 A. Reach  B. Take  C. Arrive  D. Come 

22. What have fashion designers ............... to modernise the ao dai? 

 A. do   B. did   C. done  D. doing 

23. The national dress of Japanese women is ............. 

 A. Ao dai  B. Sari  C. Jeans  D. Kimono 

24. Nguyen Du is considered a famous Vietnamese ............ 

 A. poetry  B. poet  C. poetic  D. poem 

25. There is a small bamboo ............. at the entrance to the village. 

 A. forestation  B. forestry  C. forest  D. forest ranger 

26. One day ........ the moon lasts ............... two weeks. 

 A. in/in  B. on/in  C. on/for  D. for/on 

27. When you are ........ orbit, you will be able to walk  ............. the wall. 

 A. in/on  B. on/at  C. on/in  D. at/in 

28. The weather is nice. Shall we ................... mountains this morning? 

 A. come  B. climb  C. travel  D. go 

29. What do you think about his ........... of coins? 

 A. collect  B. collective  C. collection  D. collector 

30. Some young people today have a very strange ............... 

 A. appear  B. appearance C. disappear  D. disappearance 

31. The bike .................. was painted red is mine. 

 A. who  B. whose  C. which  D. whom 

32. Is this the cake ................. you like? 

 A. who  B. whose  C. which  D. whom 

33. Hue will have temperatures ..................... 230C and 270C. 

 A. in   B. between  C. at   D. with 

34. I am preparing for the picnic .................. my friends tomorrow. 

 A. with  B. to    C. in   D. for 

35. Her clothes look very modern and ............ 

 A. fashion  B. fashioned  C. fashioning D. fashionable 

36. Many designers took ............. from Vietnam’s ethnic minorities. 

 A. inspire  B. inspiring  C. inspired  D. inspiration 

37. Getting to the village is a very ................... journey. 

 A. interest  B. interests  C. interested  D. interesting 

38. My village lies near the ........... of the mountain and by the river. 

 A. foot  B. feet   C. legs  D. leg 

39. What a ....................... T- shirt! 

 A. color  B. colorful  C. colored  D. coloring 

40. She said to me that she ............ that car the following day. 

 A. sells  B. sold  C. would sell  D. would sold 

41. That is the book .................... he bought last night. 

 A. that   B. which  C. who  D. whom 

42. He asked me where I ................. the previous day. 

 A. go    B. went  C. will go  D. have gone 

43. The teacher asked her why she ................... the test. 

 A. didn’t do  B. doesn’t do  C. won’t do  D. can’t do 

44. He is a strict ......................... 
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 A. exam  B. examination C. examine  D. examiner 

45. He has gone to China ................... last week. 

 A. for   B. since  C. on   D. in 

46. She went out ...................... saying a word. 

 A. to   B. with  C. without  D. between 

47. Lan is used to ..............Mary. 

 A. write  B. written  C. writing  D. wrote 

48. Can you tell me how many chapters this book consists ..............? 

 A. in   B. to   C. of   D. at 

49. The Malaysian unit ..................... currency is the ringgit. 

 A. from  B. to   C. in   D. of 

50. Mai often goes to the ....... to pray because her religion is Buddism. 

 A. temple  B. church  C. mosque  D. pagoda 

51. He ....................... English for 4 years. 

 A. learnt  B. learns  C. will learn  D. has learnt 

52. He wishes he .................. an engineer. 

 A. were  B. will be  C. is   D. would is 

53. It’s time we ........................ the bus. 

 A. to catch  B. catch  C. catching  D. caught 

54. I asked her if she ...................... the following exam. 

 A. will pass  B. would pass C. passes  D. passed 

55. They asked him if he .................... go then. 

 A. can   B. could  C. is able to  D. has been able to 

56. The word Jeans comes .................. a kind of material that was made in Europe. 

 A. on   B. from  C. in   D. at 

57. Mr Pike was a ............ He had a large collection of musical instruments. 

 A. musical  B. music  C. musican  D. musically 

58. It’s ................. to call anyone at night. 

 A. convenient B. inconvenient C. convenience D. inconvenience 

59. The ao dai is the ........... dress of Vietnamese women. 

 A. casual  B. beautiful  C. traditional  D. baggy 

60. I ........... English here since I graduated from university. 

 A. taught  B. have taught C. am teaching D. teach 

61. Wearing uniform helps students ...................equal in many ways. 

 A. fell   B. felt   C. feel   D. fall 

62. It seems difficult for us .............. abroad at the moment. 

 A. went  B. gone  C. to go  D. go 

63. There used ............. a stadium here, but it closed a long time ago. 

 A. be   B. been  C. to be  D. being 

64. I come from Viet Nam so I am not used to ......................... on the left. 

 A. driving  B. drive  C. drove  D. driven 

65. It’s dangerous .......... in this river. 

 A. to swim  B. swam  C. swimming  D. swim 

66. Millions of Christmas cards ................ last month. 

 A. are sent  B. were sent  C. sent  D. send 

67. Marie Curie .............. the Nobel Prize for physics in 1903. 
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 A. was awarded B. award  C. has awarded D. awarded 

68. He hates being ............... at. 

 A. to look  B. look  C. looking  D. looked 

69. He always wears a ........................ shirt. 

 A. striped  B. striping  C. stripped  D. stripping 

70. She likes to wear .......................... Jean cloth. 

 A. fadding  B. fadded  C. fading  D. faded 

71. We ................. that room in November. It ...................... in use for 5 months. 

 A. build/ be  B. build/ has been C. built/ be  D. built/ has been 

72. The zipper ........................ by Judon in 1893. 

 A. invent  B. invented  C. is invented  D. was invented 

73. Who ................... the ADN? 

 A. discovered B. discover  C. discovering D. to discover 

74. When .............tuberculosis ................?  

 A. to discover  B. is.....discovered C. discovering D. was...discovered 

75. Bread ............... from bread flour and yeast. 

 A. are made  B. is made  C. makes  D. made 

76. Nga ....................... Jenny’s letter a week ago. 

 A. received  B. receives  C. has received D. was received 

77. We .......... to the soccer match last Sunday because of the rain. 

 A. weren’t go  B. didn’t go  C. went   D. go 

78. I ................ this little vase at the shop next to the post office yesterday. 

 A. am bought  B. bought  C. buy   D. to buy 

79. My dad .................. me to the National Museum when we were in Hn. 

 A. took  B. takes  C. is taking  D. to take 

80. I .............. to send Tam the CD on Sunday. 

 A. forgot  B. forget  C. to forget  D. forgetting 

81. In the 18th century, Jean cloth was made .................. from cotton. 

 A. complete  B. to complete C. completely D. completion 

82. I don’t like to wear ................... and embroidered Jeans. 

 A. painted  B. paint  C. painting  D. to paint 

83. They have just .......... a new style of jeans in the USA. 

 A. introduce  B. introducing C. to introduce D. introduced 

84. Some designers have ........ the ao dai by printing lines of poetry on it. 

 A. modern  B. modernize  C. modernized D. modernizing 

85. She .............. to the theatre by The Greens. 

 A. is often take B. is often taken C. is often took D. is often taking 

86. My car ........ yesterday. 

 A.can be repaired B. is repaired  C. was repaired D. has been repaired 

87. ........... your house ............. next year? 

 A. Will/be rebuilt B. Is/rebuilt  C.Was/rebuilt D. Has/been rebuilt 

88. Can this car ............? 

 A. repair  B. repaired  C. repairing  D. be repaired 

89. Must this test .................... on time? 

 A. be finishing B. finish  C. be finished D. be finish 

90. They wish they ....... a new house. 
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 A. to have   B. have  C. will have  D. would have 

91. Vietnamese women usually wear the ao dai ............, on important celebrations. 

 A. special  B. specially  C. especial  D. especially 

92. Young people are font of ..................... Jeans. 

 A. to wear  B. wearing  C. wore  D. worn 

93. Some designers  have ........... the ao dai by printing lines of poetry on it. 

 A. modernize  B. modernized C. modern  D. modernly 

94. She ............. to the national theatre by the Greens last night. 

 A. took  B. is taken  C. takes  D. was taken 

95. He ............ with his friends in an apartment in Hue since last week. 

 A. has lived  B. living  C. lives  D. lived 

96. We haven’t kept in touch with each other ..........  

 A. since 6 months B. for 6 months C. 6 years ago D. over 6 months 

97. This test must be done .......... 

 A. care  B. careful  C. carefully  D. none is correct 

98. Flower ............ love. 

 A. symbol  B. symbolize  C. symbolizes D. symbolization 

99. Cattle and sheep are grazing in the ........ 

 A. rivers  B. meadows  C. bridges  D. fields 

100. They have some ............. students for the program. 

 A. to exchange B. exchanging C. exchange  D. exchanged 

101. I (wait) in the school yard until you come. 

 A. wait  B. to wait  C. will wait  D. waited 

102. They came here late. The train (leave). 

 A. leave  B. left   C. has left  D. had left 

103. If he reads in bad light, His eyes (ruin). 

 A will ruin  B. ruin  C. will be ruined D. will be ruin 

104. She (behave) as if she (be) a baby. 

 A. behaves/ were B. behave/ was C. behaved/ is D. behaves/ is 

105. It is time for us (go). 

 A. go   B. went  C. to go  D. gone 

106. George (fall) down from a ladder while he (paint) the ceiling. 

 A. fell/ painted B. fall/ painted C. fell/ was painting D. was falling/ painted 

107. Since he (buy) a car, he (drive) to work every day. 

 A. buys/drives B. bought/ drives C. bought/ drive D. buy/ drove 

108. You look very thoughtful. What you (think) about? 

 A. are... thinking B. think  C. will.... think D. thought 

109. Tom (not go) out since he (fail) the exam. 

 A. not went/ failed B. didn’t go/ fail C. hasn’t go/ failed D. hasn’t gone/failed 

110. When we came, the film (show) for 20 minutes. 

 A. was showing  B. showed  C. had shown  D. was being shown 

111. Auld Lang Syne is a song ................... is sung on New Year’s Eve. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. when  D. which 

112. I lived in Da Lat, ............. is one of the most beautiful cities of Viet Nam. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. whose  D. which 

113. They often go to that ................. to pray. 
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 A. shrine  B. hostel  C. market  D. hotel 

114. Are you a stamp .............? 

 A. collect  B. collector  C. collection  D. collecting 

115. He is considered one of the greatest ............. of the country. 

 A. heroes  B. hero  C. heroin  D. heroic 

116. There is a shrine ...... the top of mountain near my house. 

 A. in   B. on   C. at   D. from 

117. We will go  ................ a picnic next week. 

 A. in   B. on   C. at   D. from 

118. There is a meeting ............ 9 am and 2 pm. 

 A. till   B. on   C. at   D. between 

119. She took many pictures to show the trip ............. her parents. 

 A. to   B. on   C. at   D. with 

120. It rains heavily, ................ I can’t go to the cinema with you. 

 A. because  B. and   C. so   D. but 

121. In Vietnam, it is normally ..............in the South than in the North.    

          A. hot          B. hotter            C. hottest  D. hoter 

122. The food is ............... than the last time I ate it. 

          A. badder          B. bad            C. worse   D. worst 

123. Ho Chi Minh city is ...................  than Hanoi. 

          A. big          B. bigger            C. biggest  D. biger 

124. Children often learn very ...................... things around them. 

    A. quickly          B. quicker            C. quickest  D.  quick   
125. She cannot sing .................. but she can play the piano beautifully. 

          A. good           B. best             C. goodly  D. well 

126. Helen always .................. with John in every school dancing competition. 

          A. dances           B. dance              C. dancing  D. danced 

127. It .................. dangerous to swim in deep rivers. 

           A. are              B. is                      C. being  D. be 

128. The boy .................at home yesterday evening. 

           A. stay           B. staying            C. stayed   D.  stays 

129. Last time, he .................. very slowly. 

           A. driving           B. drove            C. driven   D. drived 

130. I now ............. speak English perfectly. 

           A. can           B. was            C. could    D. did 

131. My father ............ teaching in a small village 10 years ago. 

 A. start  B. started  C. is starting  D. has started 

132. Minh wishes he ......... a new bike. 

 A. has   B. would haves C. had   D. will have   

133. I wish you ..................... it again. 

 A. don’t do  B. won’t do  C. didn’t do  D. wouldn’t do 

134. I can’t go to the park with you ............. it is raining. 

 A. so    B. because  C. and   D. but 

135. He wishes he ................ speak English well. 

 A. can   B. could  C. should  D. will 

136. We often go for a walk....................... the weekends. 
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 A. to   B. on   C. in   D. with 

137. My village is about 100 kilometers .........the south of Hanoi. 

 A. to   B. on   C. for   D. with 

138. It was an ..............day. 

 A. enjoy  B. enjoyed  C. enjoyable  D. enjoyment 

139. They walked ............... half an hour to reach the village. 

 A. to   B. in   C. for   D. with 

140. The telephone was ............ by Alexander Bell. 

 A. invent  B. invented  C. inventing  D. inventor 

141. People who are out of work are............................  

 A. unemployed B. unemployment C. employed  D. employee 

142.  ...............are written to make people laugh.  

 A. Tragedies  B. Novels  C. Funny stories D. Fictions 

143. The old man has saved a lot of money for his .....................  

 A. retire  B. retiring  C. retirement  D. retired 

144. We had a ................... discussion about football.  

 A. bore  B. boring  C. bored  D. boredom 

145. She gave a long .................about unemployment in Vietnam.  

 A. lecturer  B. lecturing  C. lectured  D. lecture 

146. Money doesn’t always bring ................. 

 A. happy  B. happily  C. happies  D. happiness 

147. His ..................makes his parents happy.  

 A. success  B. successful  C. succeed  D. succeeded 

148. She has been talking to somebody ............. the telephone for two hours.  

 A. at   B. on   C. in    D. by 

149. I usually get up late and ................ breakfast at 7. 30 a. m.  

 A. eat   B. have  C. take  D. get 

150. It was ................. to listen to the story which the guide told.  

 A. exciting  B. excited  C. excite  D. excitement 

151. I wish she ................... next examination. 

 A. can pass  B. can passed  C. could pass  D. could passed 

152. I am very proud ............... my school. 

 A. from  B. at   C. of   D. off 

153. She did the test very well and I did ............ 

 A. even  B. also  C. too   D. so 

154. He worked very hard, ............... he passed the exam easily. 

 A. and   B. so   C. but   D. because 

155. On the ............. to the village, we saw a big hotel. 

 A. way  B. entrance  C. direction  D. mountain 

156. I knew her .................... I was a child. 

 A. since  B. until  C. while  D. when 

157. ........................ does it take you to school? About ten minutes. 

 A. How often  B. How long  C. How far  D. How much 

158. He .......................... this car since he ....................it. 

 A.hasn’t used/buys B. didn’t use/buy C.didn’t use/bought D. hasn’t used/ bought 

159. She has just taken the examination ................ Maths. 
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 A. for   B. at   C. on    D. in 

160. Now he doesn’t take the train as he ................... 

 A. does  B. is   C. was   D. used to 

161. Don’t you get tired ................ watching TV every night? 

 A. with  B. by   C. of   D. at 

162. I can’t stand ............. on the underground when it is busy.  

 A. travel  B. travelling  C. to travel  D. to travelling 

163. She’s keen ................. playing will dolls. 

  A. on    B. at   C. of   D. with 

164. Don’t be afraid .............. the dog. He’s quite harmless.  

 A. in   B. of   C. at   D. for 

165. She hates.................... housework at weekends.  

 A. doing  B. do   C. to do  D. to be doing 

166. I had a headache, and the doctor asked me .................. some aspirin.  

 A. took  B. to be taking  C. take  D. to take  

167. I am .................. of gardening and growing a wide variety of flowers.  

 A. fond  B. keen  C. surprised  D. fed  

168. Mary is ..................in gardening. She can work in the garden for hours.  

 A. excited  B. exciting  C. interested  D. interesting 

169. Every day I spend two hours ............ English.  

 A. practise  B to practise  C. practising  D. practised 

170. This is the place ............... I was born.  

 A. where  B. what  C. which   D. that 

171. I don’t mind .................. if you’re tired.  

 A. drive  B drives  C. to drive  D. driving 

172. The skiers would rather ................. through the mountains than go by bus. 

 A. to travel by train B. travel by train C. traveled by train  D. traveling by train 

173. He likes ................ part in sports, so he joins the football team of the school.  

 A. take  B. taking  C. takes  D. took 

174. She did all the work ................. her own.  

 A. by   B. on   C. for   D. at 

175. Have you seen Peter lately? I’ve been looking .............. him this week.  

 A. at   B. in   C. for   D. into 

176. I don’t remember ................ the front door when I left home. 

 A. to lock  B. lock  C. locked   D. locking 

177. Children enjoy .............. to ghost stories on Halloween night.  

 A. telling and listening B. tell and listen C. to tell and listen D. to tell and to listen 

178. The audiences were ............... by the clown.  

 A. amusing  B. amuse  C. amusable  D. amused 

179. They decided ...............  to Japan for their summer holiday.  

 A. going  B. to go  C. go   D. to going 

180. She hasn’t written to me .................... 

 A. already  B. yet   C. never  D. ever 

181. She is too .......... with her work, so she doesn’t have time to go out with her friends.  

 A. bored  B. busy  C. fed up  D. tired 

182. His parents think it’s time for him ............. married.  
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 A. gets  B. get   C. to get  D. got 

183. She looked ...........  when she heard the ................  news.  

 A. frightening/terrifying   C. frightened/terrified  

 B. frightened/terrifying   D. frightening/terrified 

184. I’m .................. of hearing your excuses for your lateness.  

 A. tired  B. fond  C. worried  D. surprised 

185. Now that weekends have come, I feel ....................  

 A. relaxed  B. relaxing  C. relax  D. to relax 

186. She has learned English for 3 years, and she is good .................. English now.  

 A. by   B. in   C. for   D. at 

187. A heavy storm swept through the village and many people ................... .   

 A. kill   B. killed  C. are killed  D. were killed 

188. I’ve known him ............. I left high school.  

 A. during  B. until  C. since  D. when 

 

189. Peter’s father ordered ................ not to stay out late again.  

 A. him  B. to him  C. that he  D. for him 

190. Not all the staff in this company ............. in full- time employment. 

 A. is   B. are   C. to be  D. being 

191.  ............ , he won the prize.  

 A. Interesting B. Interest  C. Interested  D. Interestingly 

192. Her strength is that she never gives .................... .  

 A. in   B. up   C. at   D. out 

193. It is David ......................  broke the glass.  

 A. which  B. whom  C. who  D. whose 

194. Smoking is bad for your heath. You had better .................... it up.  

 A. to give  B. give  C. giving  D. to be giving 

195. The flat is very noisy, .................. we enjoy living there.  

 A. but   B. and   C. for   D. so 

196. You will become ill ....................  you stop working so hard.  

 A. until  B. when  C. unless  D. if 

197. I hope you don’t mind me .................... so late at night.  

 A. telephoning B. to telephone C. telephone  D. to have telephoned 

198. It took three and a half hours .................. to Singapore. 

 A. to fly  B. flying  C. to be flown D. fly 

199. I am tired of my neighbours ....................  noise every night.  

 A. to make  B. make  C. having made D. making 

200. I .............. a meeting from 9.00 to 10.30 tomorrow morning. 

 A. attend  B. will attend C. will be attending D. am going to attend 

201. The restaurant has the ................ for serving some of the finest food. 

 A. repute  B. reputed  C. reputation D. reputable 

202. This year the only award for the ................ student belongs to him. 

 A. better  B. best  C. good  D. well 

203. We think that with our solidarity we can ........... this difficulty. 

 A. overtake  B. overcome  C. overgo  D. overdo 

204. ................... aspects of learning English do you find the most difficult? 
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 A. Where  B. Why  C. What  D. When 

205. They couldn’t pass the final ............ 

 A. examine  B. examining C. examiner  D. examination 

206. We have many well-................. teachers here. 

 A. quality  B. qualify  C. qualified  D. qualification 

207. This shirt costs ......................... 88.000 VND. 

 A. approximate B. approximation C. approximately D. approximative 

208. I can complete a ................. English test if you want. 

 A. speaking  B. spoken  C. speak  D. spoke 

209. If you study at The Brighton Language Center- UK, you can live in a ... on campus. 

 A. hotel  B. mobile room C. private room D. dormitory 

210. I saw your school’s ............ in today’s edition of the Vietnam News. 

 A. advertiser  B. advertisement C. advertising D. advertise 

211. Do you enjoy ................ English. 

 A. learn  B. learnt  C. to learn  D. learning 

212. The government supplied the victims ....... food and water. 

 A. on   B. for   C. to   D. with 

213. She said that she .................. learning English with you. 

 A. liked  B. to like  C. liking  D. like 

214. She asked me where I .............. from. 

 A. came  B. to come  C. come  D. coming 

215. If you want to attend the course, you .............. pass the examination. 

 A. has to  B. have to  C. had to  D. could 

216. She ................. me whether I liked classical music or not. 

 A. asks  B. asked  C. asking  D. ask 

217. He asked me who the editor of this book ................ 

 A. was  B. were  C. are   D. is 

218. He wants to know whether I .................. back tomorrow. 

 A. will come B. would come C. come  D. came 

219. He told me he ................... leave the city the following day. 

 A. has to  B. had to  C. would have to D. will have to 

220. I wonder why he .................. love his family. 

 A. don’t  B. hasn’t  C. doesn’t  D. didn’t  

221. She asked me where I ............ that car. 

 A. buy  B. bought  C. will buy  D. can buy 

222. I asked him if he .................... help me. 

 A. will  B. was  C. can   D. could 

223. I want to .............. at course. 

 A. attended  B. attendance C. attend  D. attendant 

224. This school has excellent ........................... 

 A. reputed  B. reputable  C. repute  D. reputation 

225. We often take part in many ..................... activities at school. 

 A. culture  B. culturally  C. cultural  D. cultured 

226. If you want to ............. your English, we can help you. 

 A. improve  B. improved  C. improving  D. improvement 

227. Please phone this number for more .................... 
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 A. inform  B. information C. informative D. informatively 

228. I want to ....................... for selling my house. 

 A. advertise  B. advertisement C. advertising D. advertised 

229. He is an .................... of this newspaper. 

 A. edition  B. editor  C. edit  D. editing 

230. This book is not .....................   

 A. availability B. availably  C. avail  D. available 

231. He ........ answered these questions. 

 A. exact  B. exactly  C. exacting  D. exacted 

232. The meeting will be .................. tomorrow. 

 A. have   B. had   C. hold  D. held 

233. If you learn this lesson carefully, you ................. the exam. 

 A. can pass  B. passing  C. passed  D. would pass 

234. We will wait until you .................. your work. 

 A. finish  B. finished  C. have finished D. will finish 

235. He can’t get home .............. he has the ticket. 

 A. if    B. because  C. unless  D. without 

236. The result will be better if he ............... harder. 

 A. work  B. works  C. worked  D. will work 

237. We are looking forward to .............. you. 

 A. see   B. seeing  C. look  D. looking 

238. It’s very kind ................. you ................. say so. 

 A. with/to  B. to/to  C. of/to  D. from/to 

239. I can complete a ............ English if necessary. 

 A. speak  B. spoke  C. spoken  D. speaking 

240. She ........... me if I could help her. 

 A. asks  B. asking  C. asked  D. will ask  

241. They .................. him if they would come there the day after. 

 A. ask   B. asked  C. say   D. said to 

242. We believe the new program will be .............. to everyone. 

 A. beneficial B. beneficially C. beneficiary  D. benefit 

243. Can you tell me who .............. this kind of machine. 

 A. invented  B. inventor  C. invention  D. inventive 

244. You can see a lot of commerce going .......... in this commercial city. 

 A. at   B. on   C. to   D. in 

245. Don’t talk in class, ............. you? The teacher is explaining the lesson. 

 A. won’t   B. don’t  C. do   D. will 

246. Let’s dance together, ............? The party is so wonderful. 

 A. won’t you B. shan’t we  C. will you   D. shall we 

247. Your teacher writes poems or stories, .......... she? 

 A. doesn’t   B. don’t  C. didn’t  D. won’t 

248. He laughs a lot because ............... her funny face. 

 A. of   B. off   C. in   D. on 

249. Going swimming in the summer is very interesting, .............it? 

 A. is    B. are   C. isn’t  D. aren’t 

250. Don’t forget ........... the letter for me! – I won’t. 
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 A. post  B. to post  C. posted  D. posting 

251. Pay the bill within 2 weeks or the electricity will be cut ........................! 

 A. up   B. down  C. off   D. of 

252. I wear a hat .............. I don’t want to be sick. 

 A. therefore  B. but   C. because  D. and 

253. He got wet .............. he forgot his umbrella. 

 A. because  B. because of C. and    D. but 

254. There is a ................ faucet in your kitchen. 

 A. drip  B. dripped  C. driping  D. dripping 

255. I remember ................. her somewhere. 

 A. seeing  B. saw  C. see   D. to see 

256. He thinks that ................ on the internet is a waste of time. 

 A. chat  B. to chat  C. chatting  D. chatter 

257. We don’t allow passengers ............. in this part of the building. 

 A. to smoke  B. smoke  C. smoking  D. smoked 

258. Excuse me. Can I ........... in this area? 

 A. to smoke  B. smoke  C. smoking  D. smoked 

259. You don’t like tea, ..............? 

 A. do you  B. did you  C. didn’t you D. don’t you 

260. Peter will be here soon, ...............? 

 A. will he  B. won’t he  C. is he  D. isn’t he 

261. Tom plays soccer very well, ......................? 

 A. does he  B. doesn’t he C. did he   D. didn’t he 

262. He never go to work late,...................? 

 A. does he  B. doesn’t he C. did he   D. didn’t he 

263. They enjoyed ........................ football after school. 

 A. to play  B. playing  C. played  D. play 

264. Mary bought this car last night, ................? 

 A. didn’t she B. doesn’t she C. isn’t she   D. hasn’t she 

265. She would come to see you if she ................. your address. 

 A. having  B. had   C. has   D. have 

266. The Internet has developed and become part .......... our daily life. 

 A. to   B. with  C. at   D. of 

267. This picture is yours,...............? 

 A. was it  B. is it  C. isn’t it   D. wasn’t it 

268. Can you please stop .......... so much noise? 

 A. to make  B. make  C. making  D. made 

269. We’re looking forward to ................ you. 

 A. see   B saw   C. seen  D. seeing 

270. Kien Thuc Ngay Nay is one of the ............... popular magazines. 

 A. much  B. many  C. best  D. most 

271. The Internet is available in our city, so we can............... get access to it. 

 A. easily  B. easy  C. uneasily  D. uneasy 

272. Where would you go if you ............... a car? 

 A. has   B. have  C. had   D. having 

273. I wish I could make a trip ........................ the world. 
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 A. in    B. around  C. to   D. at 

274. Where will you go if you ............... a car? 

 A. has   B. have  C. had   D. having 

275. She must .............. this job as soon as possible. 

 A. to start  B. starting  C. started  D. start 

276. The businessmen of ancient Egypt hired ........... to shout about the things they wanted to 

sell. 

 A. players  B. hackers  C. singers  D. criers 

277. It took me 2 hours ................ this work. 

 A. do   B doing  C. did   D. to do 

278. We can see many international programs ............... different channels. 

 A. on   B. in   C. at   D. of 

279. The Internet is  very fast to get ................  

 A. inform  B. information C. informatic  D. informative 

280. I don’t know ................. website is wonderful for me. 

 A. who  B. when  C. which  D. why  

281. When did you finish .............. the kitchen? 

 A. paint  B. to paint  C. painting  D. painted 

282. He went away without .............. the door. 

 A. to close  B. closed  C. closing  D. close 

283. They spent all morning .......... their homework. 

 A. to do  B. doing  C. do   D. done 

284. I am fond of ........... to the movie on Sundays. 

 A. go   B. went  C. gone  D. going 

285. I ask him ....................  

 A. what is his name?   C. what his name is 

 B. what name is he.   D. what is his name 

286. I ................... him three years ago. 

 A. will see  B. see   C. saw   D. have seen 

287. We will be there ........... 5 o’clock early .............. the morning. 

 A. on/in  B. at/in  C. in/on  D. in/at 

288. Susan studied very well, ........... she could pass the exam easily. 

 A. if   B. so   C. but   D. or 

289. The United States has a ............. of around 250 million. 

 A. population B. introduction C. separation   D. addition 

290. Vietnamese people are very ..................... 

 A. friend  B. friendly  C. friendship  D. friendliness 

291. He often goes to the ........... to pray because his religion is Catholic. 

 A. temple  B. church  C. mosque  D. pagoda 

292. Peter, .................. can compose many pieces of music, sings very well. 

 A. whom  B. whose  C. who  D. which 

293. Tet is a festival ......................... occurs in late January or early February. 

 A. who  B. which  C. whom  D. when 

294. .................. he likes chocolate, he tries not to eat it. 

 A. Since  B. Though  C. Despite  D. As 

295. They will be welcomed by friendly ............... in Viet Nam. 
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 A. impression B. atmosphere C. matter  D. air 

296. Daddy, there is the weather forecast ................TV. 

 A. at   B. to   C. in   D. on 

297. Don’t worry, everything is .............. control. 

 A. on   B. without  C. at   D. under 

298. Please hurry. We need these documents ......... delay. 

 A. under  B. without  C. at   D. of 

299. We thought the two films were very similar ................ a great extent.  

 A. in   B. for   C. at   D. to 

300. Mount Pinatubo, ............... is a volcano in the Philippines, erupted in 1991. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. whose  D. which 

301. It seems difficult ........ me to meet her now. 

 A. to   B. for   C. of   D. from 

302. This guidebook is full ................... useful information. 

 A. in   B. of   C. off   D. to 

303. All the teachers in this language center are ................... 

 A. good-qualified B. good-qualifying C. well-qualified D. well-qualifying 

304. He doesn’t run as fast as he ................ 

 A. was  B. used to  C. is used to  D. does 

305. They asked me ............. I liked watching TV. 

 A. if   B. that  C. whether   D. Both A and C 

306. Where is your home village? ............................ 

 A. At the East of the city   C. For the East of the city 

 B. To the East of the city    D. On the East of the city 

307. Mary ................. write to me last year. 

 A. uses to  B. used to  C. is used to  D. was used to 

308. She describes herself .......................... a fashion designer. 

 A. in   B. from  C. as   D. by 

309. He ................. with friends in an apartment in HCM city since last week. 

 A. live  B. is living  C. lived  D. has lived 

310. I wish you ....... here tomorrow. 

 A. would come B. come  C. will come  D. came 

311. If he ................. a student, he must wear school uniform. 

 A. was  B. were  C. is   D. will be 

312. If you know where she lives, please let me .................. 

 A. to know  B. known  C. knew  D. know 

 

313. She thinks chatting on the internet is time-............................... 

 A. consumption B. consuming C. consumer  D. consume 

314. Who told you of the news? The ............................ may not be correct. 

 A. information B. informational C. inform  D. informatively 

315. Remote controls are used to ................ with TV. 

 A. interaction B. interact  C. interactive   D.interactively 

316. He is the ............... of our string band. 

 A. composer  B. composor  C. composant  D. composist 

317. His ...................... made us happy. 
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 A. friendly  B. friendliness C. unfriendly  D. unfriendliness 

318. A lot of ............... come to Van Mieu every day. 

 A. visiter  B. visitor  C. visiters  D. visitors 

319. The Smiths enjoyed the ........... atmosphere in Viet Nam. 

 A. peacetime B. peace  C. peacefully D. peaceful 

320. I’m very ..................... of my father. 

 A. proud  B. proudly  C. pride  D. proudling 

321. If you are a student, you can get a discount ..............books. 

 A. for   B. in   C. on   D. with 

322. The air in the city is very ..................... 

 A. pollute  B. polluted  C. pollution  D. pollutant 

323. The accident happened because of driving ........................... 

 A. careful  B. carefully  C. careless  D. carelessly 

324. He is going to ..................... allt he bags. 

 A. collector  B. collect  C. collection  D. collective 

325. He is tired now ................... he played soccer in the afternoon. 

 A. and  B. but   C. so   D. because 

326. If you like .............. beauty, I will take you there. 

 A. nature  B. natural  C. naturally  D. naturalize 

327. We’ll make this beach clean and .................... again. 

 A. beauty  B. beautiful  C. beautifully D. beautify 

328. She sings very...................... 

 A. beauty  B. beautiful  C. beautifully D. beautify 

329. I was very ............ that you won the first prize. 

 A. amazed  B. amaze  C. amazement D. amazing 

330. We are .................. in learning English. 

 A. interest  B. interesting C. interestingly D. interested 

331. We are talking about the preservation of ................ resources. 

 A. nature  B. natural  C. naturally  D. naturalize 

332. Kangaroos, which come................ Australia, have long tails. 

 A. at   B. to   C. in   D. from 

333. Tidal waves .....the result of an abrupt  shift in the underwater movement of the Earth. 

 A. is   B are   C. was   D. were 

334. He is tired ............... he stayed up late watching TV. 

 A. and  B. because  C. so    D. but 

335. This newspaper is ......................... every day. It’s a daily newspaper. 

 A. publish  B. publishing C. to publish   D. published 

336. Everyone must take part in...................deforestation. 

 A. preventing B. prevent  C. prevented   D. toprevent 

337. He shouted and looked at me ................. when I broke the vase. 

 A. angrier  B. angrily  C. angry  D. anger 

338. Unless you understand, I ........... explain it again to you. 

 A. will   B. am   C. would  D. was 

339. .................... you are interested in this film, don’t go to see it at any cost. 

 A. So   B. If   C. Because  D. Unless  

340. I won’t go unless you ................. me the money back. 
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 A. pay  B. to pay  C. paying   D. paid 

341. She wishes they  ............... here next time. 

 A. don’t come B. didn’t come C. won’t come D. wouldn’t come 

342. Mary got ................. quickly and went to her club. 

 A. dressed  B. dresses  C. dress  D. dressing 

343. Vietnamese women prefer to wear modern clothing .............. work. 

 A. to    B. with  C. at   D. in 

344.  .................. clothes do you prefer, T-shirt or pullover? 

 A. Which  B. How  C. Whose  D. Where 

345. We stayed at home ............. it rained heavily. 

 A. and  B. because  C. so    D. but 

346. She looks very .................. today. 

 A. happen  B. happiness  C. happily  D. happy 

347. The river near my house is ...................... 

 A. pollutant  B. polluted  C. pollute  D. pollution 

348. Where .................. you go if you have a car? 

 A. have  B. did   C. will  D. had 

349. What will you do if you ................ the final examination? 

 A. pass  B. passed  C. passes  D. will pass 

350. The air in the country is very ........................ 

 A. pure  B. purified  C. purify  D. purity 

351. He drives very ........................ 

 A. careful  B. carefully  C. careless  D. care 

352. Tom felt .................. because of her good result. 

 A. happy  B. unhappy  C. happily  D. happiness 

353. They speak English very ........... 

 A. good  B. well  C. bad   D. most 

354. Our oceans are becoming .................. polluted. 

 A. extreme  B. extremal  C. extremely  D. extremeness 

355. Linda likes wearing ......... clothes. 

 A. color  B. colorful  C. colorfully  D. colored 

356. Take .................. of yourself! 

 A. care  B. careful  C. carelessly  D. carefully 

357. It’s an ..................... film. 

 A. interest  B. interesting  C. interested  D. interestingly 

358. I had to pay much money this month for the international ............... 

 A. to call  B. calling  C. calls  D. called 

359. There are ............. saving methods and inventions to use solar energy. 

 A. energized  B. energetic  C. energize  D. energetics 

360. He was born ........... 15th, January. 

 A. on   B. at   C. in   D. of 

361. What would you do if you met an alien ............ outer space? 

 A. to   B. from  C. of   D. for 

362. I don’t believe ...................... the existence ............ UFOs ............Earth. 

 A. in/of/on  B. in/on/of  C. of/in/on  D. on/of/in 

363. Let me see your collection ............. toy UFOs. 
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 A. of   B. in   C. for    D. about 

364. The story about UFOs caught the ................... of the whole class. 

 A. imagine  B. imaginatively C. imagination D. imaginative 

365. There are a lot of ............. books in that library. 

 A. interest  B. interested  C. interesting D. interestingly 

366. He is a famous ................... 

 A. science  B. scientific  C. scientist  D. scientifically 

367. We have lived in Ha Noi .......... 4 years. 

 A. since  B. for   C. at   D. in 

368. I wish you ................... us someday. 

 A. will visit  B. visited  C. would visit D. visit 

369. He used to ....... full time, but now he is a part-time worker. 

 A. working  B. worked  C. to work  D. work 

370. Let’s .................... somewhere for a drink! 

 A. do   B. doing  C. go   D. going 

371. I wish you ...................... me with my work.  

 A. will help  B. helped  C. help  D. would helps 

372. The stamp-collection made him ..............famous in the country. 

 A. been  B. being  C. to be  D. be 

373. They ........... in that house for several months. 

 A. live  B. are living  C. lived  D. have lived 

374. Can you turn .......... the light? It’s too dark. 

 A. on   B. in   C. off   D. for 

375. A new air-conditioner will be ............. this morning. 

 A. install  B. to install  C. installing  D. installed 

376. What are you looking ..........? My picture book. I’ve lost it. 

 A. on   B. in   C. off   D. for 

377. She forgot .............. off the gas before going out. 

 A. to turn  B. turned  C. turn  D. turning 

378. She is vey tired; .................... she has to finish her homework. 

 A. and   B. so   C. moreover  D. however 

379. I suggest ................. money for the poor people in our neighborhood. 

 A. saving  B. to save  C. saved  D. save 

380. They didn’t understand the matter: .......... they didn’t ask for help. 

 A. and   B. but   C. moreover  D. however 

381. Who looks ................ your children when you are away from home? 

 A. to   B. for   C. after  D. at 

382. He got wet ................. he forgot his umbrella. 

 A. because  B. because of C. and    D. but 

383. After coming home, she cleaned the floor .......... cooked dinner. 

 A. moreover  B. and   C. however  D. but 

384. Why doesn’t she go .................... with her university study? 

 A. on    B. to   C. at   D. in 

385. I like Mary very much ......... I don’t like her brother. 

 A. moreover  B. and   C. however  D. but 

386. I’d like to live somewhere by the Mediterranean .......... I love the sun. 
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 A. because of B. because  C. however  D. moreover 

387. We enjoy learning English ................... we find it very difficult. 

 A. moreover  B. and   C. so    D. but 

388. We will be there ........5 o’clock early ............ the morning. 

 A. on/in  B. in/on  C. at/in  D. in/at 

389. I can’t go out tonight ............. I am short of money. 

 A. because  B. so   C. and  D. however 

390. She went to the theatre last night ............... had a wonderful time. 

 A. if   B. however  C. and  D. moreover 

391. Would you like to drink milk ................... coffee? 

 A. or   B. so   C. but   D. and 

392. It’s raining heavily, ............... I can’t go out. 

 A.  or   B. so   C. because  D. but 

393. It’s a right .......................! 

 A. decision  B. decisive  C. deciding  D. decidedly 

394. UFOs are just the ...................... of some writers. 

 A. imagine  B. imaginatively C. imagination D. imaginative 

395. He is ...................... in reading picture- book. 

 A. interest  B. interested  C. interesting D. to interest 

396. Most of films are produced for ................... 

 A. entertain  B. entertainment C. entertained D. entertaining 

397. That’s his ................ story. 

 A. mystery  B. mysterious C. mysteriously D. mysteriousness 

398. Many reports in newspapers talked a lot about the ............. of UFOs. 

 A. appear  B. appeared  C. appearance D. appearing 

399. They are talking about the ......... circles on the fields. 

 A. mystery  B. mysterious C. mysteriously D. mysteriousness 

400. She isn’t ............... with her examination result. 

 A. satisfy  B. satisfied  C. satisfying  D. satisfaction 

401. He smokes a lot. He is a .................. smoker.  

 A. heavy   B. hard   C. much   D. big  

402. It was ............... to see my old friends again after a long time.  

 A. surprised   B. surprise  C. surprisingly D. surprising 

403. He fell off his bike, and he’s been in bad ................. for several days now.  

 A. circumstance B. condition  C. situation  D. development 

404. Mary and her younger sister have many ........................ 

 A. different  B. difference C. differ  D. differences 

405. During the trip to Japan, we ................. a lot of pictures.  

 A. took   B. did   C. made  D. got 

406. The ................ of Hanoi is about 5 million.  

 A. populated  B. population C. popular  D. populate 

407. Because the weather is very hot, she is not feeling .................. today.  

 A. well  B. good  C. strong  D. healthy 

408. What’s the right ............... to say this word in English? 

 A. way  B. method  C. manner  D. approach 

409. There were many people lying ................. the sun on the beach.  
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 A. under  B. on   C. in    D. below 

410. .. ..................weekends, I often go fishing with my family. 

 A. Over  B. At   C. In   D. For 

411. She is a dancer, so you should buy a pair of ........ shoes as a present for her birthday. 

 A. dancing  B. dance  C. dances  D. dancer’s 

412. My parents can’t ............... seeing me at home all day. 

 A. stop  B. stand  C. start  D. hate 

413. What will happen to his ..............? 

 A. horse racing B. horse race C. racing horse D. race horse 

414. A rod of wood or steel which is used with a line for catching fish is called a ............ 

 A. fishing rod B. fish rod  C. rod fish  D. rod fishing 

415. Sky-diving is dangerous ................... great fun. 

 A. so   B. and   C. but   D. for 

416. The exhibition ..................place twice a year. 

 A. makes  B. has   C. does  D. takes 

417. ................... do you spend your free time?  

 A. What  B. Which  C. How  D. When 

418. How much does that watch ......................? 

 A. cost  B. pay   C. spend  D. fix 

419. What is your .......................... sports? 

 A. interesting B. favourite  C. liking  D. exciting 

420. It is ________ to drive without a driving license. 

 A. dangerous B. danger  C. dangerously D. in danger 

421. She enjoys ............, and she writes five pages every day. 

 A. writes  B. write  C. writing  D. to write 

422. Are you ............. in knowing all the answers? 

 A. interested  B. excited  C. amused  D. frightened 

423. The students are bored ............... learning the same subjects. 

  A. of   B. at   C. in   D. with 

424. There .................. many kangaroos and koalas in wild forests in Australia. 

 A. are   B. is   C. be   D. have 

425. My sister started working as a teacher two years...................... 

 A. before  B. ago   C. for   D. now 

426. I hurt .................... when I fell. 

 A. my   B. my own  C. mine  D. myself 

427. .............. is a popular sport in Europe. 

 A. To ski  B. Skiing   C. Ski   D. To skiing 

428. There are many ways of .................ourselves in a big city. 

 A. enjoy  B. enjoying  C. enjoyment D. to enjoy 

429. She .................. smoking two months ago. 

 A. stops   B. stoped  C. stopping  D. stopped 

430. I never feel like ................. early on Monday morning. 

 A. getting up B. get up  C. gets up  D. to get up 

431. It is not easy ................ a high-paid job. 

 A. find  B. finding  C. finds  D. to find 

432. Would you like the doctor ..................? 
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 A. coming  B. to come  C. come  D. comes 

433. Many great opera ..............  of the world can be heard in the Sydney Opera. 

 A. singers  B. singing  C. singer  D. sing 

434. The football fans began cheering when the match .................. 

 A. started  B. was starting C. was started D. to start 

435. He .............. playing with his dog. 

 A. is loving  B. loves  C. was loving D. love 

436. I expected them ............... me a job. 

 A. offer  B. offering  C. to be offered D. to offer 

437. He is ................. listening to his sister’s advice.  

 A. bored in  B. tired in  C. tired of  D. interested with 

438. My husband wants me .............. this letter before afternoon. 

 A. to post  B. posting  C. post  D. posts 

439. If you study harder, you ................. pass the examination. 

 A. will  B. would  C. could  D. should 

440. I hate ................ the dirty dishes after a meal. 

 A. wash  B. washing  C. to wash  D. to be washing 

441. She doesn’t like going ................ in the sea in summer. 

 A. to swim  B. swimming C. to be swimming D. swim 

442. Many people in the world are fond .................. football. 

 A. of   B. with  C. in   D. for 

443. I want you to leave me.................. . 

 A. myself  B. alone  C. lone  D. my own 

444. The evening was spent .....................  

 A. to play and to talk   B. to play and talk  

 C. playing and talking   D. playing and to talk 

445. That’s the best film I .................... 

 A. saw  B. have ever seen C. see   D. am seeing  

446. I am afraid of ............. by the strong wind. 

 A. taking away B. take away  C. being taken awayD. being taking away 

447. Do you ............... me to type this letter for you? 

 A. want  B. love  C. enjoy  D. fancy 

448. Human beings must stop ............... the environment. 

 A. to pollute  B. polluted  C. pollutant  D. polluting  

449. What will you do when you ................ school? 

 A. will finish B. finished  C. finishing  D. finish 

450. You can pass the exam by ................... harder. 

 A. studying  B. study  C. to study  D. to be studying 

451. We walked for ten kilometers and then we stopped ................  a rest. 

 A. to have  B. have  C. having  D. has 

452. It is raining hard. We had better ................ at home tonight. 

 A. staying  B. to stay  C. stay  D. to be staying 

453. Before starting .............. for this company, I spent a year ......................  

 A. work/travel B. work/traveling C. working/travel D. working/traveling 

454. He has been out of work ................... a long time. 

 A. since  B. for   C. when  D. in 
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455. .............. the traffic was bad, he arrived on time. 

 A. Although  B. In spite of  C. Despite  D. Even 

456. How are you? I haven’t seen you ............ ages. 

 A. since   B. for   C. in   D. at 

457. When I came home, my father ................. a magazine. 

 A. read  B. reads  C. was reading D. has read  

458. It’s years since I enjoyed ............... so much.  

 A. herself  B. myself  C. himself  D. itself 

459. I ................. play with dolls when I was small. 

 A. enjoyed  B. hated  C. started  D. used to  

460. There ............... a book and many notebooks on the table. 

 A. are   B. being  C. is    D. to be 

461. We are really ................. by the beauty of Hue. 

 A. impression B. impress  C. impressive D. impressed 

462. They can’t walk home .............. it is very dark. 

 A. because  B. so   C. but   D. however 

463. She asked him where he ............ from. 

 A. is   B. was  C. were  D. has been 

464. Malaysia is devided .................. two regions. 

 A. to   B. in   C. into  D. on 

465. Mathematics and Literature are ............. subjects in high schools. 

 A. optional  B. adding  C. religious  D. compulsory 

466. If the ................. continues, what will happen? 

 A. pollute  B. pollution  C. polluted  D. pollutant 

467. If it ................, we will go to the movies. 

 A. hadn’t rained B. won’t rain C. didn’t rain D. doesn’t rain 

468. A large number of inhabitants have made ......... on how to protect the environment. 

 A. suggest  B. to suggest  C. suggestion D. suggested 

469. Be ............! He is looking at you. 

 A. care  B. careful  C. carefully  D. carelessly 

470. Scientists are looking for an ........... way to reduce energy consumption. 

 A. effect  B. effective  C. effection  D. effectively 

471. Tornadoes are ........ storms which pass overland below a thunderstorm. 

 A. funnel-shaped B. funnel-shape C. shaped-funnel D. shapping-funnel 

472. I like seeing the ............... crashing onto the beach. 

 A. hurricane  B. typhoon  C. tornado  D. waves 

473. He was tired, ........... he took a rest before continuing the work. 

 A. and  B. but   C. if   D. so 

474. His life was hard ................... he studied very well. 

 A. but   B. so   C. if   D. and 

475. We can protect the environment by ................. air pollution. 

 A. to reduce  B. reduced  C. reducing  D. reduce 

476. I want to see the ............ of environment from the local authority. 

 A. protection B. protect  C. protected  D. protecting 

477. I lost my pen. I have looked ........ it for all morning. 

 A. up   B. after  C. for   D. at 
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478. She stays at home because she has to look ................. her baby. 

 A. after  B. for   C. up   D. at 

479. If people stop using dynamite for fishing, a lot of sea creatures will be well-............. . 

 A. preservation B. preserved  C. preserve  D. preservative 

480. He is going to the post office ................... he want to send a letter. 

 A. and  B. but   C. moreover  D. because 

481. She broke the vase because she was ................... 

 A. careless  B. careful  C. carefully  D. carelessly 

482. They learn English ....................... they intend to go abroad. 

 A. so   B. and   C. because  D. or 

483. His hobbies are playing soccer ................... collecting stamps. 

 A. however  B. although  C. and  D. but 

484. I’d love to play volleyball .......... I must complete my homework. 

 A. since  B. for   C. and  D. but 

485. You should take .............. your shoes when you go into the temple. 

 A. of   B. off   C. on   D. with 

486. My parents saw me ............. at the railway station. 

 A. with  B. up   C. of   D. off 

487. That’s .............! . I’m pleased that you work very hard. 

 A. wonder  B. wonderful C. wondering D. wondered 

488. They are going to .............. the anniversary of their 50th wedding. 

 A. celebrating B. celebrate  C. to celebrate D. celebrated 

489. We think that Mother’s Day should be celebrated ................ 

 A. nation  B. nationality C. nation wide D. nationhood 

490. There used to be a military ............. in Red Square on 1st May. 

 A. celebration B.party  C. parade  D. festival  

491. She cried with ............ when she heard the news. It was her ................ time. 

 A. joy/ joyfully B. joyfully/ joy C. joyful/ joy D. joy/ joyful 

492. Can you tell me the reasons for ........... the Mother’s Day? 

 A. celebrate  B. celebrating C. celebrated D. celebration 

493. Is he a actor ............... a singer? An actor. 

 A. and  B. with  C. so   D. or 

494. He did the tests well ........... I did, too. 

 A. or   B. so   C. but   D. and  

495. Passover is celebrated in Israel and by all ............. people. 

 A. Jewish  B. English  C. Vietnamese D. Japanese 

496. He  ............... work at night. 

 A. uses  B. used  C. is used to  D. used to 

497. Are they used .................... TV? 

 A. to watching B. to watch  C. to watched D. to watch 

498. It’s very kind ........... you to say so! 

 A. of   B. in   C. to   D. with 

499. He is a generous man. He is ............... – known fr his generosity. 

 A. good  B. better  C. best  D. well 

500. What activities do you want to ............ after school? 

 A. take part in B. taking part in C. took part in D. taken part in   
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501. The ................. man gave his son a hug before they said good bye. 

 A. gentled  B. gentleness C. gentle  D. gently 

502. It’s very nice .............. you to say so! 

 A. at   B. of   C. on   D. in 

503. She has come here .................. yesterday. 

 A. since  B. for   C. on   D. in 

504. The people ....... live in Greece speak Greek. 

 A. who  B. which  C. where  D. whom 

505. Last night we came to the show late .............. the traffic was terrible. 

 A. although  B. and   C. because  D. despite 

506. The car ............... he has just bought is very expensive. 

 A. who  B. which  C. whom  D. whose 

507. The men and animals .............. you saw on TV were from China. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

508. There are many ................. throughout the year.  

 A. celebrates B. celebrations C. celebratings D. celebrateds 

509. Tet is a .......... festival of the Vietnamsese people.  

 A. joy   B. joyful  C. joyfully  D. joyfulness 

510. We often go to the town .................. house. 

 A. culture  B. cultural  C. culturing  D. cultured 

511. She isn’t happy with her ............... for Tet. 

 A. prepared  B. preparation C. preparing  D. preparatory 

512. Easter is a joyful festival which is ................ in many countries. 

 A. celebrated B. celebrating C. celebrator  D. celebratory 

513. Do you know the man .............. you met yesterday? 

 A. whom  B. whose  C. which  D. who 

514. People crowded the streets on ............... Day to watch  .......... parades. 

 A. nation/colorful B. national/color C. national/colorful D. national/colored 

515. She has been ............ as the president of our company. 

 A. nomination B. nominative C. nominate  D. nominated 

516. He wants to .............. his room. 

 A. decorate  B. decorator  C. decorative D. decoration 

517. My friends come to stay ........ us ........... Christmas. 

 A. with/in  B. to/in  C. with/at  D. to/at 

518. .............. the birthday .............. Nam’s mother, he made her a big cake. 

 A. at/of  B. to/of  C. on/to  D. on/of 

519. He is the most effective .............. in the city. 

 A. action  B. activist  C. act   D. activity 

520. The people ....... live next door keep having all-night parties. 

 A. which  B. who  C. whom  D. whose 

521. Where are the eggs .......... are in the fridge? 

 A. which  B. who  C. whose  D. whom 

522. He is the ............. and pride of his mother.  

 A. joyful  B. joylessness C. joy   D. joyfully 

523. People .................. take physical exercise can live longer. 

 A. which  B. whom  C. whose  D. who 
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524. He suggests .................. to the movies tonight. 

 A. go   B. going  C. went  D. to go 

525. He ................ a new bike. 

 A. has just been give B. has just been gave C. has just been given D. has just given 

526. Who will go with you tomorrow? The man is ........ to my mother. 

 A. talk  B. talking  C. talked  D. to talk 

527. Peter ..................... his test yet. 

 A. isn’t finishing B. won’t finish C. doesn’t finish D. hasn’t finished 

528. We are very ................. that you work very hard. 

 A. please  B. pleasure  C. pleased  D. pleasant 

529. I will pick you ...................... for a sightseeing. 

 A. withq  B. on   C. up   D. in 

530. The girl .............. put up the Christmas decoration is my sister. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. whose 

531. The clown always makes me ................... a lot 

 A. laughing  B.to laugh  C. laughed  D. laugh 

532. A tropical storm which reaches 120 meters per hour is called a ............ in North and South 

America. 

 A. cyclone  B. tornado  C. typhoon  D. hurricane 

533. The  ........... can know when a vocalno will erupt nowadays. 

 A. scientists  B. scientific  C. science  D. scientifically 

534. According to the weather .............. it will be raining tonight. 

 A. forecaster B. forecasted C. forecasting D. forecast 

535. The tsunami ............. in December 2004 in South East Asia killed more than 160,000 

people. 

 A. disastrous B. disastrously C. disastering D. disaster 

536. Yesterday a hurricane hit the ............. of Vung Tau city. 

 A. coast  B. coasting  C. coaster  D. coastal 

537. We must find a shelter now because of the .............. storm. 

 A. forecaster B. forecasted C. forecasting D. forecast 

538. We ............... her since we left school. 

 A. haven’t met B. don’t meet C. didn’t meet D. won’t meet 

539. I’ll bring some raincoats just in case. I hope my friends ............ laugh at me.  

 A. haven’t  B. don’t  C. won’t  D. didn’t 

540. In 1995, a huge earthquake .............. the city of Kobe in Japan. 

 A. striked  B. striking  C. struck  D. strike 

541. He is the man ................... I met yesterday. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

542. He is the man ............ was helped last night. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. whose  D. which 

543. Please bring some raincoats just ...... case. 

 A. to   B. at   C. for   D. in 

544. If you have ............... money, you can travel abroad this summer. 

 A. many  B. a lots  C. a lot of  D. lot of 

545. If you live in this small town, you ...... earn much money. 

 A. can’t   B. aren’t  C. don’t  D. couldn’t 
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546. It snowed in Lang Son ................... the winter ..................2002. 

 A. of/in  B. in/of  C. at/for  D. for/at 

547. They said that they ................. their house. 

 A. sell  B. sold  C. will sell  D. are selling 

548. I asked them if they ..................... the final exam. 

 A. passed  B. pass  C. can pass  D. will pass 

549. I can’t hear what you are saying. Can you ............. the radio? 

 A. turn up  B. turn off  C. turn on  D. turn over 

550. Neil Armstrong, ............ walked on the Moon, lived in the USA. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. whose  D. which 

551. Marie Curie, .................. is one of the greatest women in our time, discovered radium. 

 A. which  B. whose  C. who  D. whom 

552. What is the picture ................. you want to buy? 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

553. My children, ............ have an opportunity to go to the zoo, always look very excited. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

554. According to the weather ............ HCM city will be sunny tomorrow. 

 A. typhoon  B. earthquakes C. tornado  D. forecast 

555. Ninety percent of ......... occur around the Pacific Rim known as the “Ring of Fire”. 

 A. earthquakes B. hurricanes C. waves  D. tornadoes 

556. A ...... is a tropical storm which reaches 120 km per hour. 

 A. waves  B. forecast  C. typhoon  D. volcano 

557. Although we are far away from each other, we still ..................... 

 A. keep together B. keep on  C. say hello  D. keep in touch 

558. Music and painting are .................... subjects. 

 A. optioning    B. optionally  C. option  D. optional 

559. The children are playing .................... in the schoolyard. 

 A. happiness  B. happy  C. happily  D. happier 

560. I wish they ................... here tomorrow. 

 A. come  B. will come  C. came  D. would come 

561. They .................... go to Nha Trang in summer. 

 A. use   B. used to  C. are used  D. are used to 

562. They .................... playing soccer in the park. 

 A. use   B. used to  C. are used  D. are used to 

563. The men and the elephants ...................... you saw on TV last night are from Africa. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

564. Has he found the key ............... he lost yesterday? 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

565. The city ...........we visited last year was very beautiful. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. that 

566. I am used to .................... up early. 

 A. get   B. to get  C. getting  D. got 

567. Tom used to .......... his homework in the evening. 

 A. do   B. did   C. doing  D. done 

568. People in big cities are always afraid ................. earthquakes. 

 A. at   B. for   C. in   D. of 
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569. In Italy in 1981, a ........... lifted a baby sleeping in the baby carriage into the air and put it 

down safely 100 meters away! 

 A. rain  B. tornado  C. cloud  D. volcano 

570. Mount Pinatubo, a ........... in the Philippines erupted in 1991. 

 A. earthquakes B. volcano  C. typhoon  D. thunderstorm  

571. She won’t take all these suitcases .............. she likes to travel light. 

 A. because  B. so   C. but   D. therefore 

572. We can .................. easily in the daylight. 

 A. read  B. to read  C. readed  D. reading 

573. They are completely short of water now. A number of people have died because of this 

..................... 

 A. short  B. shorten  C. shortly  D. shortage 

574. If today ............ Sunday, we ..................... to the beach. 

 A. is/would go B. were/would go C. will be/will go D. were/will go 

575. What .............. you do if you were me? 

 A.will   B. do   C. would  D. did 

576. Many people becaome .................. because of the natural disasters every year. 

 A. homeless  B. homesick  C. homework D. homeland 

577. The roof ............ under the weight of snow last night. 

 A. collapse  B. collapsed  C. collapses  D. collapsing 

578. He warned me of the ...................... in the forest. 

 A. dangers  B. dangerously C. dangerous D. dangerousness 

579. Pompeii was completely ............. in AD 79 by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius. 

 A. destroy  B. destroyed  C. to destroy  D. destroying 

580. Tornadoes or funnel-shaped storms can suck up anything ....... is in their path. 

 A. that  B.which  C. who  D. whom 

581. If you have any trouble, ask ................. help. 

 A. to   B. with  C. for   D. with 

582. ....................... English  ........... all over the world? 

 A. Is/learnt  B. Is/learn  C. Has/ learnt D. Was/learnt 

583. My car .................. yet. 

 A. isn’t repaired B.wasn’t repaired C. hasn’t been repaired D. won’t be repaired 

584. Ha Noi is not ................. from Kuala Lumpur. 

 A. differ  B. difference C. national  D. nationally 

585. The  ............... language in Malaysia is Bahasa Malaysia. 

 A. nationality B. national  C. nation  D. nationally 

586. The picture ........... I bought was very valuable. 

 A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. whose 

587. We went to see many ............ places in Ha Noi last year. 

 A. famousness B. fame  C. famous  D. famously 

588. I  ...................... to her party last night. 

 A. invite  B. invited  C. was invite D. was invited 

589. It’s time we ......... the bus. 

 A. catch  B. catching  C. caught  D. to catch 

590. What can we do to spend less ............. lighting? 

 A. about  B. on   C. in   D. of 
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591. Sit down .................. have a cup of tea. 

 A. but   B. and   C. because  D. although 

592. If I ............ a car, I ............... you a lift. 

 A. had/will give B. have/would give  C. has/would give  D. had/ would give 

593. We ..................... the UFOs yet. 

 A. didn’t see  B. haven't seen C. hadn't seen D. don’t see 

594. ............................ playing badminton? 

 A. Does she use to B. Did she use to C. I she used to D. Will she use to 

595. He made a deep ..............  on the members of his English speaking club. 

 A. impression B. impress  C. impressing D. impressed 

596. In Malaysia,........................ is free. 

 A. educate  B. educattional C. education  D. educationally 

597. I wish Mary .......... harder for her examination. 

 A. will work  B. works  C. worked  D. has worked 

598. Water can't ................here.  

 A. be found  B. be finding C. be find  D. be finded 

599. He used to ...................... to school by his mother. 

 A. take  B. be take  C. taking  D. be taken 

600. He doesn’t depend .............. his parents. 

 A. in   B. on   C. at   D. for 

601. What’s the right ................. to say this word in English? 

 A. way  B. method  C. manner  D. approach 

602. There were many people lying ..................... the sun on the beach.  

 A. under  B. on   C. in    D. below 

 

603. ...................... weekends, I often go fishing with my family. 

 A. Over  B. At   C. In   D. For 

604. She is a dancer, so you should buy a pair of ........... shoes as a present for her birthday. 

 A. dancing  B. dance  C. dances  D. dancer’s 

605. My parents can’t ................ seeing me at home all day. 

 A. stop  B. stand  C. start  D. hate 

606. What will happen to his ...................? 

 A. horse racing B. horse race C. racing horse D. race horse 

607. A rod of wood or steel which is used with a line for catching fish is called a ................. 

 A. fishing rod B. fish rod  C. rod fish  D. rod fishing 

608. Sky-diving is dangerous .................. great fun. 

 A. so   B. and   C. but   D. for 

609. The exhibition .................. place twice a year. 

 A. makes  B. has   C. does  D. takes 

 610. ......................  do you spend your free time?  

 A. What  B. Which  C. How  D. When 

611. How much does that watch ......................? 

 A. cost  B. pay   C. spend  D. fix 

612. My .................. is broken. I want to have a new one.  

 A. tea cup  B. cupping tea C. cup for tea D. cup of tea 

613. What is your ................... sports? 
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 A. interesting B. favourite  C. liking  D. exciting 

614. There are different kinds of music to ..........................your taste. 

 A. miss  B. fit   C. tight  D. suit 

615. Have you ................. any plans for this summer holiday? 

 A. found  B. made  C. done  D. worked 

616. My wife is................. of spiders. 

 A. terror  B. terrifying  C. terrified  D. terrify 

617. Peter worked for the bank for six months, and then he gave it ....................... . 

 A. up   B. away  C. off   D. down 

618. How .................. is the Opera House? 

 A. height  B. long  C. length  D. high 

619. When will we leave? ................ he finishes his task. 

 A. Now that  B. As soon as C. Until  D. If 

620. It is ................ to drive without a driving license. 

 A. dangerous B. danger  C. dangerously D. in danger 

621. She enjoys ................., and she writes five pages every day. 

 A. writes  B. write  C. writing  D. to write 

622. Are you .............. in knowing all the answers? 

 A. interested  B. excited  C. amused  D. frightened 

623. The students are bored ................ learning the same subjects. 

  A. of   B. at   C. in   D. with 

624. There ............... many kangaroos and koalas in wild forests in Australia. 

 A. are   B. is   C. be   D. have 

625. My sister started working as a teacher two years..................... 

 A. before  B. ago   C. for   D. now 

626. I hurt ..................when I fell. 

 A. my   B. my own  C. mine  D. myself 

627. ..................... is a popular sport in Europe. 

 A. To ski  B. Skiing   C. Ski   D. To skiing 

628. There are many ways of ..................  ourselves in a big city. 

 A. enjoy  B. enjoying  C. enjoyment D. to enjoy 

629. She ..................... smoking two months ago. 

 A. stops   B. stoped  C. stopping  D. stopped 

630. I never feel like .................. early on Monday morning. 

 A. getting up B. get up  C. gets up  D. to get up 

631. It is not easy ................... a high-paid job. 

 A. find  B. finding  C. finds  D. to find 

632. Would you like the doctor ...................? 

 A. coming  B. to come  C. come  D. comes 

633. Many great opera ................. of the world can be heard in the Sydney Opera. 

 A. singers  B. singing  C. singer  D. sing 

634. The football fans began cheering when the match ................... . 

 A. started  B. was starting C. was started D. to start 

635. He ............... playing with his dog. 

 A. is loving  B. loves  C. was loving D. love 

636. I expected them .......................me a job. 
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 A. offer  B. offering  C. to be offered D. to offer 

637. He is ...............listening to his sister’s advice.  

 A. bored in  B. tired in  C. tired of  D. interested with 

638. My husband wants me .............. this letter before afternoon. 

 A. to post  B. posting  C. post  D. posts 

639. If you study harder, you .............. pass the examination. 

 A. will  B. would  C. could  D. should 

640. I hate ................. the dirty dishes after a meal. 

 A. wash  B. washing  C. to wash  D. to be washing 

641. She doesn’t like going ............... in the sea in summer. 

 A. to swim  B. swimming C. to be swimming D. swim 

642. Many people in the world are fond ................. football. 

 A. of   B. with  C. in   D. for 

643. I want you to leave me......................... 

 A. myself  B. alone  C. lone  D. my own 

644. That’s the best film I ......................... 

 A. saw  B. have ever seen C. see   D. am seeing  

645.  The evening was spent .............................  

 A. to play and to talk   B. to play and talk  

 C. playing and talking   D. playing and to talk 

646. I am afraid of .............. by the strong wind. 

 A. taking away B. take away  C. being taken away D. being taking away 

647. Do you .................. me to type this letter for you? 

 A. want  B. love  C. enjoy  D. fancy 

648. Human beings must stop ................ the environment. 

 A. to pollute  B. polluted  C. pollutant  D. polluting  

649. What will you do when you ................ school? 

 A. will finish B. finished  C. finishing  D. finish 

650. You can pass the exam by ................ harder. 

 A. studying  B. study  C. to study  D. to be studying 

651. We walked for ten kilometers and then we stopped ............... a rest. 

 A. to have  B. have  C. having  D. has 

652. It is raining hard. We had better ................ at home tonight. 

 A. staying  B. to stay  C. stay  D. to be staying 

653. Before starting ............... for this company, I spent a year .....................  

 A. work/travel B. work/traveling C. working/travel D. working/traveling 

654. He has been out of work .................. a long time. 

 A. since  B. for   C. when  D. in 

655. ................ the traffic was bad, he arrived on time. 

 A. Although  B. In spite of  C. Despite  D. Even 

656. How are you? I haven’t seen you ............... ages. 

 A. since   B. for   C. in   D. at 

657.  When I came home, my father ................. a magazine. 

 A. read  B. reads  C. was reading D. has read  

658. It’s years since I enjoyed ................ so much.  

 A. herself  B. myself  C. himself  D. itself 
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659. I ................. play with dolls when I was small. 

 A. enjoyed  B. hated  C. started  D. used to  

660. There ................. a book and many notebooks on the table. 

 A. are   B. being  C. is    D. to be 

661. He advised me ....................... at once. 

 A. apply  B. to apply  C. applying  D. applied 

662. Didn’t you hear the clock ...................? 

 A. strike  B to strike  C. striking  D. stroken 

663. I see him ............. my house every day. 

 A. pass  B. passing  C. to pass  D. passed 

664. I'm not really dressed for ................. 

 A. swim   B. to swim  C. swimming D. swam 

 

665. They had made Bob ................Jane. 

 A. teach  B. to teach  C. teaching  D. taught 

666. He telephoned Mary ....................... another meeting. 

 A. arrange  B. to arrange  C. arranging  D. arranged 

667. John believed that the stranger ............ a policeman. 

 A. was  B. is   C. has been  D. being 

668. He wants her ..................... her homework as soon as possible. 

 A. finish  B. to finish  C. finishing  D. finished 

669. ..................... early, I found her at home. 

 A. Call  B. To call  C. Calling  D. Called 

670. What about .................... a picnic in Cuc phuong National Park? 

 A. have  B. to have  C. having  D. had 

671. He has admitted .............. his friend’s car. 

 A. steal  B. to steal  C. stealing  D. stole 

672. We are looking forward to .................. you. 

 A. see   B. to see  C. seeing  D. saw 

673. I'm delighted ............. that you can come on Saturday. 

 A. hear  B. to hear  C. hearing  D. heard 

674. Jack suggested ......... one flat and ....... the other for myself. But  Tom advised me ....... the 

whole house. 

 A. let/keep/sell B. to let/keep/sell C. let/keep/selling D. letting/keeping/ to sell 

675. When would you like ........? In a few minutes? 

 A. start  B. to start  C. starting  D. started 

676. Oh, let’s ............... till it stops ............. . 

 A. wait/rain  B. wait/ raining C. waiting/rain D. wait/ to rain  

677. The child used ......... about nature when they were in kindergarten. 

 A. learn  B. to learn  C. learning  D. learned 

678. He soon got ......... most of them and even managed .......... the greetings. 

 A. know/ learn B. to know/ learn C. know/ to learn D. to know/ to learn 

679. Nobody seemed .......... where the key was. 

 A. know  B. to know  C. knowing  D. knew 

680. Bill couldn’t stand ............. anyone .............. round all time. 

 A. seeing/ sitting B. seeing/ to sit C. see/ sitting D. see/ to sit 
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681. Did you have any trouble .............. the house? 

 A. find   B. finding  C. to find  D. found 

682. After .............. a week in that place, he decided ...........back immediately. 

 A. spend/ to come B. spend/ come C. spending/come D. spending/ to come 

683. Let’s ............... today. There’s nice weather. 

 A. go/swim  B. go/swimming C. to go/to swim D. to go/swam 

684. I’d rather .................... by train. 

 A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. went 

 

685. I’d rather you .................... by train. 

 A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. went 

686. I'm thinking of .............. to Oxford tomorrow on my motorbike. 

 A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. went 

687. It’s no use ............ children ............ harder. 

 A. ask/ work  B. ask/ working C. asking/ work D. asking/ to work 

688. Would your children mind ................ quiet for a moment? 

 A. keep   B. to keep  C. keeping  D. kept 

689. It is almost impossible ................ them from ............. to the party. 

 A. prevent/ come B. prevent/to come C. to prevent/come D. to prevent/ coming 

690. I used ............... a lot of sweets when I was a child. 

 A. eat   B. to eat  C. eating  D. ate 

691. Would you like me ............. down the radio a bit? 

 A. turn  B. to turn  C. turning  D. turned 

692. He asked .......... my ticket and when I wasn’t able .......it, he made me ...... another. 

 A. see/find/buy B. to see/find/buy C. see/to find/buy D. to see/to find/ buy 

693. What about .............. a new cooker? 

 A. buy  B. to buy  C. buying  D. bought 

694. Mr Minh is ..................... a poem. 

 A. write  B. to write  C. writing  D. wrote 

695. They don’t allow .......... in the petrol-station. 

 A. smoke  B. to smoke  C. smoking  D. smoked 

696. They let us ................. cars here but they won't allow us ............ motorcycles. 

 A. park/ park B. park/to park C. park/ parking D. to park/park 

697. If you want the milkman ...... you milk in the morning, remember ....a milk bottle outside 

your house. 

 A. to leave/put B. to leave/ putting C. to leave/ to put D. leave/ to put 

698. I like ...... to music but I don’t like ........... to people talking about it. 

 A. listen/ listening B. listen/to listen C. listening/ listen D. listening/ lisening 

699. The children were anxious ........................ out. 

 A. camp  B. to camp  C. camping  D. camped 

700. He suggested ........... a meeting and ........... the workers ........... the matter themselves. 

 A. call/let/decide B. calling/let/decide C. call/letting/decide D. calling/letting/decide 

701. You’d better .......early. We don’t want .......... ............ caught in traffic jam. 

 A. start/to risk/get B. start/risk/getting   C. to start/ to risk/get  D. start/to risk/getting 

702. If you agree ........for me, I will be very happy. 

 A. work  B. to work  C. working  D. worked 
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703. I always try .............. in quickly but they always hear me going upstairs. 

 A. come  B. to come  C. coming  D. came 

704. There is no point in ........half an hour early. 

 A. arrive  B. to arrive  C. arriving  D. arrived 

 

705. You're free ................. whenever you like. 

 A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. went 

706. I have ............ here, I'm on duty. 

 A. stay  B. to stay  C. staying  D. stayed 

707. He kept on ......... my work till I threatened ............. him. 

 A. criticize/ hit B. to criticize/to hit  C. criticize/hitting D. criticizing/to hit  

708. I hate ............ in a queues. 

 A. stand   B. to stand  C. standing  D. stood 

709. I don’t mind ................... by bus. 

 A. travel  B. to travel  C. travelling  D. travelled 

710. I tried ..................... him ................ with me. 

        A. persuade/travel B. to persuade/to travel C. to persuade/travelling D. to persuade/travel  

711. Your hair needs .......... You’d better .......... it done tomorrow. 

 A. to cut/have B. to cut/ to have C. cutting/to have D. cutting/ have 

712. I like ............... dinner out with my parents. 

 A. have  B. to have  C. having  D. had 

713. We stopped ............... when seeing the teacher. 

 A. talk   B. talking  C. to talk  D. talked 

714. I saw John ............. TV when I came to see him. 

 A. watch  B. to watch  C. watching  D. watched 

715. It would be not good ................. Tom ........... that work. 

 A. ask/do  B. ask/to do  C. to ask/ do  D. to ask/to do 

716. Don’t forget ................ a camera with you. 

 A. take  B. to take  C. taking  D. took 

717. He isn't strong enough .............. the washing-machine to the corner of the room. 

 A. move  B. to move  C. moving  D. moved 

718. Did he manage ...................... the table upstairs? 

 A. carry  B. to carry  C. carrying  D. carried 

719. Have you tried .......... that bottle with hot water?  That is very funny. 

 A. fill   B. to fill  C. filling  D. filled 

720. I can't get my car ........... in cold mornings. 

 A. start  B. to start  C. starting  D. started 

721. My father thinks I'm not capable of ..... my own living, but I mean .... him that he is wrong. 

 A. earn/show B. earn/showing C. earning/show D. earning/ to show 

722. The lecturer began by ......... us where the island was and went on ......about its history. 

 A. tell/tell  B. tell/telling C. telling/tell D. telling/to tell 

723. Although she said “It doesn’t matter at all” he went on .............. for nearly 5 minutes. 

 A. apologize  B. to apologize C. apologizing D. apologized 

724. He said I'm terribly sorry ............. you ............... . 

 A. keep/wait  B. to keep/wait C. to keep/waiting D.to keep/ to wait 

725. My wife wanted me ........  at the butcher’s on my way home. 
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 A. call  B. to call  C. calling  D. called 

726. I was just about .................. the office when the phone rang. 

 A. leave  B. to leave  C. leaving  D. left 

727. He is talking about ......... up his job and ........ .......... in the country. 

 A. give/go/live B. giving/go/live C. give/going/live D. giving/going/to live 

728. They decided not ........... to the cinema. 

 A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. went 

729. After ......... 2 days ......... about where to go for their holidays, they decided ........ at home. 

    A. spend/argue/stay B. spend/argue/to stay C. spend/to argue/stay D. spending/arguing/to stay 

730. I wasn’t anxious ......... the first who died of snakebite. 

 A. be   B. to be  C. being  D. was 

731. She seemed ............. me ................. it. 

 A. expect/do  B. to expect/do C. expect/to do D. to expect/ to do 

732. The hunters expected ................... for the snakes they caught. 

 A. be paid   B. to be paid  C. being paid D. was paid 

733. I'm not particularly keen on .......... . What about ................ for a drive instead? 

 A. swim/ go  B. swimming/go C. swimming/going D. swimming/to go 

734. Let’s ................ for a swim. 

 A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. went 

735. I spent hours ......... for this book. 

 A. look  B. to look  C. looking  D. looked 

736. Next time we go ............., remember to ask the agent for clear directions. 

 A. house- hunt B. to house- hunt C. house- hunting D. house- hunted 

737. Did you remember............. the car? 

 A. lock  B. to lock  C. locking  D. locked 

        No, I didn’t. I’d better ............ back and ............ it now. 

 A. go/do  B. go/ doing  C. going/do  D. going/doing 

738. Jane was interested in ............. to classical music. 

 A. listening  B. listen  C. to listen  D. listened 

739. He was afraid of ................. his job.  

 A. lose  B. to lose  C. losing  D. lost 

740. He accepted the cut in salary without complaint because he was afraid of ................. 

 A. complain  B. complaining C. to complain D. complained 

741. You are not very good at ............. up early, are you? 

 A. get   B. getting  C. to get  D. got 

742. I want ........... the 7 a.m train tomorrow. 

 A. catch  B. caught  C. catching  D. to catch 

743. It used ......... a express coach three days ........... from London to Bath. 

 A. to take/to go B. take/go  C. to take/go  D. to take/going 

744. I tried ................ him .............. with me. 

 A. persuade/agree B. persuade/to agree C. to persuade/agree D. to persuade/to agree 

745. I am too tired ................ his boring stories. 

 A. listen  B. to listen  C. listening  D. listened 

746. They don’t allow .............. here. 

 A. walk  B. to walk  C. walking  D. walked 

747. I used ............... forty cigarettes a day. 
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 A. smoke  B. to smoke  C. smoking  D. smoked 

748. My younger sister dislikes .............. tea. 

 A. drink  B. to drink  C. drinking  D. drank 

749. She insisted on ............... . 

 A. pay  B. to pay  C. paying  D. paid 

750. The policeman accused him of ............... fire to the building. 

 A. set   B. to set  C. setting  D. sets 

751. In the United States, people of all ages .................. birthdays. 

 A. organize  B. hold  C. celebrate  D. take place 

752. The machine needs ................... 

 A. repair  B. to repair  C. repairing  D. repaired 

753. He ................. being given a receipt for the bill he had paid. 

 A. asked to  B. demanded C. insisted on D. required 

754. Your room is mess! ..................... it up at once. 

 A. Arrange  B. Make  C. Tidy  D. Do 

755. .................... along the street, he met a pretty girl. 

 A. Walking  B. Walk  C. To walk  D. Walked 

756. ................. about what he had heard, John phoned his brother. 

 A. He worried B. To worry  C. Worried  D. Having worry 

757. We must do all that are ............. by law.  

 A. needed  B. organized  C. required  D. answered 

758. He wondered who was going to pay for the .................. window. 

 A. broken  B. break  C. breaking  D. broke 

759. The crowd at a football match are often ................. 

 A. excite  B. exciting  C. excited  D. being excited 

760. I finally finished ............... at 7 p.m and served dinner. 

 A. cooking  B. being cooked C. to cook  D. to be cooked 

761. I’d ............ your coming to the meeting if you can make it. 

 A. think  B. appreciate C. anticipate  D. look forward 

762. All of us young people should do our best to contribute to .............. the country. 

 A. building of B. build  C. the building D. the building of 

763. ............... patient, and you will succeed. 

 A. Be   B. To be  C. Being  D. Are 

764. That man over there seems ............ for someone. 

 A. to wait   B. to have waited C. to be waiting D. he’s waiting 

765. Most of my friends detest ............ early. 

 A. to get up  B. get up  C. to getting up D. getting up 

766. His parents never allowed him ............ 

 A. a smoking B. smoking  C. to smoke  D. some smoked 

767. We would ............. to stay at home this evening. 

 A. approve  B. recommend C. prefer  D. rather 

768. Avoid ........... your houseplants too much water. 

 A. giving  B. to give  C. give  D. having given 

769. I wouldn’t waste time ......... that book if I were you. 

 A. to reading B. reading  C. read  D. to be read 

770. I hope he doesn’t keep us .......... . 
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 A. waiting  B. to wait  C. wait  D. for waiting 

771. Mr Power said he ........... to see James immediately. 

 A. required  B. must  C. wanted  D. would 

772. I didn’t know ............... that machine. 

 A. to operate B. operating  C. how to operate D. how operating 

773. He began ............ English 2 years ago. 

 A. learn  B. to learn  C. learning  D. b and c 

774. Do you have difficulty .................. a flat to rent? 

 A. to find  B. finding  C. found  D. find 

775. When it rained heavily, John usually ........ at hom. 

 A. stays  B. stayed  C. was staying D. had stayed 

776. I ................. on the street when it rained. 

 A. was walking B. have been walking C. had walked D. walked 

777. since we have to be there in a hurry, we ........ take a taxi. 

 A. had better B. may  C. are able to D. have been able to 

778. Does she have a hard time .......... English? 

 A. to speak  B. speak   C. speaking   D. spoken 

779. China .............. to the north of Viet Nam. 

 A. is lying  B. is lieing  C. lies   D. lay 

780. There weren't enough students, so they ......... to close the school. 

 A. have  B. must  C. had  D. got 

781. Tom is a selfish boy, he is concerned only with his own ..................... 

 A. likes  B. dislikes  C. interests  D. preference 

782. Friendship is a ............. affair, giving and taking. 

 A. two-side  B. two-sides  C. two-siding D. two-sided 

783. She is preparing for the university entrance ............... 

 A. examination B. participation C. tournament D. attention 

784. When he left school, my brother decided to ..... a priest instead of studying language. 

 A. change to  B. become  C. train for  D. study for 

785. You really can't ............... a thing the woman says. 

 A. believe  B. rely  C. count  D. imagine 

786. He ........ his friend to go camping with him. 

 A. attracted  B. suggested  C. appealed  D. persuaded 

787. Far more people ......... football on a Saturday afternoon than play it. 

 A. watch  B. stare  C. look  D. see 

788. In nature, all animals are wild and ......... 

 A. free  B. freedom  C. freely  D. freeing 

789. Would you please ........... him speak about the new plan? 

 A. let   B. allow  C. ask   D. tell 

790. I want to have my shoes ............. 

 A. repair  B. repairing  C. repaired  D. to repair 

791. Doing business in a foreign country can ........ be very difficult. 

 A. many  B. often  C. usual  D. nearly 

792. There are believed ........... over 300 species of trees in El Yunque rain forest in Raco. 

 A. to be  B. being  C. they are  D. there are 

793. Did the teacher explain how ................. this problem? 
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 A. do we solve B. can we solve C. to solve  D. solve 

794. He’s left his book at home; he’s always so .......................... 

 A. forgetting B. forgotten C. forgettable D. forgetful 

795. Please come in. Mr Jones is free ............. you now. 

 A. see   B. will see  C. to see  D. seeing 

796. The doctor made me ............... in bed for a week. 

 A. staying  B. stay  C. stayed  D. to stay 

797. You can't make ........... if they don’t want to. 

 A. people learn B. people to learn C. people learning D.  that people learn 

798. Since the liberation, the city has changed ............... on every aspect. 

 A. dramatically B. thrillingly  C. contemporarily D. picturesquely 

799. Could you ............. me ten pounds until next payday? 

 A. let   B. provide  C. borrow  D. lend 

800. The gunman ........... the pilot of the plane to change direction. 

 A. demanded B. made  C. controlled D. forced 

801. The only thing your brother ....... now is trying to pass the exam. 

 A. need to do B. needs to do C. is needing do D. needs doing 

802. Fortunately the machine was not ........... when it caught fire. 

 A. in order  B. in use  C. in progress D. in ruins 

803. I haven't seen her ....... she was a little girl. 

 A. when  B. as   C. since  D. for 

804. When you ........ here at this time tomorrow, I ...... the room. 

 A. comes/will tidy B. come/will be tidying C. will come/ will tidy D. come/ tidy 

805. We ...... to be able to ship it within ten days. 

 A. can  B. must  C. ought  D. should 

806. I'm afraid you will ....... wait a long time. 

 A. have to  B. must  C. be to  D. have got 

807. They invited ...... dinner with them. 

 A. us for having B. us to have  C. that we have D. our having 

808. The .............. of days in a week is seven. 

 A. amount  B. number  C. figure  D. sum 

809. Good friendship should be based on mutual ............. . 

 A. trust  B. understanding C. sympathy  D. All A, B, C 

810. Despite many changes in his life, he remained ...... his working principles. 

 A. loyal to  B. friendly to C. able to  D. influenced 

811. I don’t like that boy because there is a ...... look on his face. 

 A. careful  B. illegal  C. sneaky  D. happy 

812. I didn’t want to ........, so I kept quiet. 

 A. make a fuss B. do a thing  C. keep a fuss D. do a noise 

813. John ................ anything since yesterday. 

 A. didn’t say B. hasn’t said C. has said  D. said 

814. In a few days, there ....... an important meeting. 

 A. will have  B. is   C. will be  D. is having 

815. She isn't .............. well with the new manager. 

 A. getting on B. going on  C. keeping on D. taking on 

816. By the time you receive this letter, I ........ for Japan. 
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 A. will leave  B. have left  C. would have left D. will have left 

817. When he ....... all the letters, he took them to the post office. 

 A. has written B. had written C. wrote  D. had been writing 

818. Something funny .............. in my class yesterday. 

 A. happened  B. was happened C. happens  D. is happened 

819. Most of the spices and many of the herbs ......... today originate from plants native to 

tropical regions. 

 A. using  B. use of  C. in use  D. are used 

820. He came home late, so I asked him where ...... been. 

 A. he had  B. has he  C. he has  D. had he 

821. I have been saving money because I ....... buy a computer. 

 A. shall  B. will  C. am going to D. would 

822. Tom ........ before we arrived there. 

 A. has left  B. had left  C. will leave  D. leaves 

823. When it rains heavily, John usually ........ at home. 

 A. stay  B. will stay  C. stays  D. will be staying 

824. I’ll wait here until you ........... 

 A. will return B. return  C. are returning D. with we returned 

825. They will ........ an announcement soon. 

 A. do   B. make  C. give  D. work 

826. After three-hour search, the missing ...... girl was found alive and well. 

 A. five-year-old B. five-years-old C. five-year-aged D. five-years 

827. Finishing his speech, ......... to make questions. 

 A. the students asked him  B. he asked the students 

 C. the students asked   D. he asked 

828. His parents would rather ....... tomorrow. 

 A. him/leaves B. he/ left  C. he/leaves  D. him/left 

829. She ....... since she was 12 years old. 

 A. has swim        B. could swim  C. has been able to swim  D. has been swimming 

830. “ What’s taking you so long?”- “I’ll be there as soon as I ....... my keys.” 

 A. found  B. will find  C. find  D. am finding 

831. We are too late. The plane ........ off ten minutes ago. 

 A. took  B. has taken  C. had taken  D. was taken 

832. You have to pay extra if you take too ............. with you. 

 A. much luggages B. many luggages C. much luggage D. many luggage 

833. I haven't been back to the village where I was born ........ a long time. 

 A. during  B. since  C. ago   D. for 

834. When I woke up this morning, it ......  . 

 A. rains  B. rained  C. was raining D. had rained 

835. You ....... at the meeting yesterday. Why were you absent? 

 A. had to come B. should be  C. must have been D. were supposed to be 

836. Would you be so kind ....... the indow? It’s stuffy here. 

 A. as to open B. to open  C. not to close D. enough to open 

837. I didn’t pay attention to the boy. I was busy ........ how I would look in the new dress. 

 A. imagine  B. to imagine C. imagined  D. imagining 

838. She quickly looked into her bag. The money .......! 
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 A. has gone  B. had gone  C. was gone  D. was going 

839. Peter ...... 13 films and I think his latest is the best. 

 A. made  B. had made  C. has made  D. was making 

840. I was sure that he ....... a thief. 

 A. is   B. were  C. was  D. be 

841. A lot of young college and university students .... helping poor people every summer. 

 A. take part in B. participate in C. join in  D. All A, B, C 

842. I’ll ....... the idea with the other members in the family and let you know. 

 A. explain  B. argue  C. discuss  D. talk 

843. We bought some ........ glasses . 

      A. old lovely German    B. German old lovely  

 C. German lovely old    D. lovely old German  

844. ....... many improvements made to highways during the 19th century, but Americans 

continued to depend on water routes for transportation. 

 A. Despite the B. There were C. However  D. Though there were 

845. She was very angry about my saying. She ...... me. 

 A. must misunderstand     B. must have misunderstood  

 C. shouldn’t have understood  D. could misunderstand 

846. We ...... take our vacation last week, but we canceled it because of the weather. 

 A. had to  B. were supposed to C. were going to D. couldn’t  

847. This mobile-phone is out of .......... 

 A. order  B. orderly  C. orderliness D. ordered 

848. This is the best book I ........... . 

 A. have ever read it B. have ever read C. have readed D. read 

849. That was the most interesting story I ......... . 

 A. have ever listened    B. had ever listened  

 C. had ever listened to    D. listened to it 

850. He ...... me to take a lawyer to court with me. 

 A. advised  B. suggested  C. threatened  D. insisted 

851. He said the pudding ......... . 

 A. was tasting very sweetly  B. tasted very sweet 

 C. had tasted very sweetly  D. was tasting very sweet 

852. It is not ........ that he came first. He’s been working very hard. 

 A. surprising B. surprised  C. to surprise D. surprise 

853. I wonder if I could ........ this film developed by tomorrow, please? 

 A. let   B. make  C. have  D. do 

854. After his long absence from school  he found it difficult to.......up with the rest of his class. 

 A. catch  B. take  C. make  D. work 

855. Minnesota’s thousands of lakes ...... over 4,000 square miles. 

 A. that cover B. covering  C. are covered D. cover 

856. Billie Holiday’s rough ..... emotional voice made her stand out as a jazz singer. 

 A. so    B. but   C. nor   D. still 

857. She told .......... afraid. 

 A. that she was B. us that she was C. us being  D. for being 

858. He has just bought ....... expensive new furniture. 

 A. an   B. some  C. these  D. those 
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859. Yesterday I ...... to a furniture store, I bought a new lamp there. 

 A. went  B. could go  C. could have gone  D. ought to have gone 

860. I risked ........... the road. 

 A. cross  B. crossing  C. to cross  D. crossed 

861. As ............ as I know, I haven't received a bill for the new computer. 

 A. much  B. long  C. soon  D. far 

862. It is surprising how ................ small child can make so much noise. 

 A. such  B. so   C. a such   D. such a 

863. I wish I ............ so much money when I was in town yesterday. 

 A. wouldn’t have spent B. hadn't spent  C. wouldn’t spend D. didn’t spend 

864. The progress of science and ...... has made our life better. 

 A. technique  B. technician C. technology D. technical 

865. He has been waiting for this letter for days, and at ........... it has come. 

 A. last  B. the end  C. present  D. the finish 

866. ................ is the ancestor of most types of domestic ducks is well documented. 

 A. That the mallard B. The mallard    C. Because the mallard D. the mallard which 

867. Do you think that success is ........... a matter of working hard? 

 A. simple  B. simply  C. simplicity  D. simplify 

868. I’ve been feeling ill all week, so I'm going to see my doctor for a ............... 

 A. check-up  B. check-out  C. chek-in  D. check-off 

869. They’ll have finished the job .......... this time tomorrow. 

 A. till   B. by   C. until  D. as long as 

870. A quarter of something ...................... 

 A. is one fourth of it    B. costs more than a dime  

 C. is almost all of it   D. is none of it 

871. ....... mad men are responsible for their actions. 

 A. Fewer  B. Few  C. Less  D. Little 

872. Your ....... conversation has drawn a lot of intention from people in the ballroom. 

 A. interesting B. interested  C. interest  D. interestedly 

873. A ......... holiday can help you out of depression. 

 A. delightful  B. delighted  C. delight  D. delightedness 

874. You should hurry up, or else you’ll be late for your important ........ with your customer. 

 A. meet  B. gathering  C. appointment D. marriage 

875. On the ....... of our wedding, we would love to invite your family to our dinner. 

 A. opportunity B. chance  C. anniversary D. birthday 

876. Despite our ........, we still good friends. 

 A. talk  B. argument  C. conversation D. chat 

877. The ....... is the one who has the care or charge of a books collection. 

 A. librarian  B. maid  C. key-man  D. housekeeper 

878. The new ...... of Sheraton Hotel is famous for his French dished. 

 A. cooker  B. cooking  C. cookie  D. cook 

879. A caring host is the one who knows how to move around to make sure his or her ...... are 

having a good time. 

 A. customers B. passengers C. visitors  D. guests 

880. TV is the most popular means of ......... 

 A. entertainment B. entertaining C. entertain  D. entertainer 
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881. Do you want to add anything ........... your statements? 

 A. to   B. with  C. on   D. by 

882. It is time all the nations ........... to solve environmental problems. 

 A. to cooperate B. cooperated C. cooperating D. cooperation 

883. You gave me precious help ...... I am extremely grateful. 

 A. to which  B. for that  C. to that  D. for which 

884. I tried to get onto the train then it started to run, ....... point I saw her standing with tears on 

the platform.  

 A. at that  B. in which  C. at which  D. in that 

885. The valley ......... the village locates is heavily polluted. 

 A. which  B. in which  C. in where  D. at which 

886. These are the children .............. 

 A. whom I will look after   B. after whom I will look  

 C. after who I will look   D. which I will look after 

887. Hanoi is a city the population of ........ is large. 

 A. it   B. which  C. who  D. that 

888. In my hometown, there is a park ...... has a beautiful lake. 

 A. where   B. which  C. in which  D. in where 

889. Is it true that this kind of soap can protect us ........ bacteria? 

 A. away  B. from  C. for   D. out of 

890. She has two sons. Both of ....... work hard.  

 A. who  B. whom  C. them  D. people 

891. I met the waiters, several of ....... are university students. 

 A. them  B. who  C. that  D. whom 

892. I bought 20 roses, three ........ were destroyed before I came home. 

 A. of them  B. among them C. among which D. of which 

893. John, ....... that his girlfriend went out with another guy, decided to say goodbye to her. 

 A. believed  B. believing  C. to believe  D. believe  

894. It is estimated that no more that 200 Siberian tigers ...... in the wild. 

 A. lived  B. leaving  C. living  D. left 

895. The country owes billions of dollars ............. foreigner creditors. 

 A. from  B. to   C. for   D. at 

896. Does Tom own that car? No, I think his brother ........ it now. 

 A. has owned B. was owning C. owns  D. is owning 

897. More actions should ........ taken to protect wildlife immediately. 

 A. be   B. have  C. have been  D. being 

898. They will certainly come ........... them. 

 A. when calling B. if you call C. if being called D. if you called 

899. Where’s your mother? She is busy ......... in the kitchen. 

 A. cook  B. to cook  C. cooking  D. of cooking 

900. Will you still love me if I say that I don’t have ......... money left? 

 A. no   B. any   C. none  D. some 

901. She ......... him until he introduced his name.  

 A. didn’t realized B. hasn’t realized C. doesn’t realize D. hadn’t realized 

902. She is busy ........ for her wedding. 

 A. shop  B. shopping  C. to shop  D. shopped 
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903. A thief broke into Harry’s house and ....... his TV. 

 A. stealed  B. stolen  C. stole  D. steal 

904. They ....... next to each other at the lecture this morning. 

 A. sit   B. sat   C. set   D. sitted  

905. Last Sunday when they ..... an exciting football match on TV, the electricity ..... out. 

 A. were watching/was going   B. watched/ went  

 C. watched/ was going   D. were watching/ went 

906. When I was at secondary school, the boy next to me ....... in class. 

 A. was always talking B. talked always C. was talking always D. always talked 

907. My grandmother ........ this picture for a week and she .......it. 

 A. has painted/ doesn't finish  B. has painted/ hasn’t finished 

 C. painted/ didn’t finish   D. painted/ hasn’t finished 

908. When I ....... her on the street yesterday, she ......a rosy skirt. 

 A. was seeing/wore B. see/wore  C. saw/ was wearing D. saw/ wearing 

909. Mr. Rap ........ mathematics before he ....... top literature. 

 A. had taught/ had changed  B. was teaching/ changed 

 C. taught/was changing   D. had taught/changed 

910. Bread and butter ...... my family daily food ten years ago. 

 A. is   B. was  C. were  D. be 

911. They have gone out for a drink ......... 2 hours. 

 A. for   B. since  C. in   D. with 

912. Do you know what it ...... to be a superstar? 

 A. likes  B. to be liked C. is like  D. is liked 

913. “I’m going to the cinema this evening” – “ Nice. ..... will you go with? 

 A. to whom  B. Whom  C. Which  D. That 

914. Have you finished ....... the dishes? I need you help me with my homework. 

 A. to clean  B. clean  C. cleaned  D. cleaning 

915. John finds saying “I love you” ......Jenny the hardest thing to do. 

 A. about  B. to   C. of   D. with 

916. ...... these 1000 competitors, only once can get the prize. 

 A. Among  B. Between  C. During  D. Within 

917. If you have any problem, don’t hesitate ...... your teacher. 

 A. to consult  B. consulting C. consult   D. consulted 

918. Most students are happy ....... to school ..... acquire knowledge. 

 A. to go/ for  B. going/for  C. to go/ to  D. going/ to 

919. I am looking forward to ....... from you soon. 

 A. hearing  B. hear  C. heard  D. be heard 

920. You had better ........ this bus. Going by taxi is too expensive. 

 A. to take  B. take  C. taking  D. took 

921. Why should you ........ this box? It’s too heavy for you. 

 A. to carry  B. carrying  C. carried  D. carry 

922. Bob spends a lot of time ....... the essay. 

 A. to write  B. writing  C. wrote  D. written 

923. .......... Air Asia’s service is the best way to save money. 

 A. Using  B. To use  C. Use  D. Used 

924. People in Japan call ......... . 
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 A. the White Valentine March 14th  B. March 14th is the White Valentine 

 C. March 14th the White Valentine      D. The White Valentine is March 14th  

925. On White Valentine, Japanese girls give chocolates ........ their boyfriends. 

 A. for                     B. at   C. to   D. x 

926. I  prefer tea ...... coffee, what about you? 

 A. to    B. more than  C. of   D. over 

927. You don’t remember ........ your umbrella, do you? 

 A. bring  B. bringing  C. to bring  D. brought 

928. He did not expect ........to the party. 

 A. being invited B. be invited  C. invited  D. to be invited 

929. The little girl can't stand ....... made fun of by her classmates. 

 A. to be  B. being  C. be   D. to being 

930. The flight to Paris was ........ because of the storm. 

 A. delayed  B. to delay  C. delaying  D. delay 

931. We ..........TV when it started to rain. 

 A. were watching B. watched  C. are watching D. watch 

932. The sun ……. In the East. 

 A. rises  B. raises  C. is rising  D. is raising 

933. Since they moved to their new house, they …… their son every year. 

 A. visit  B. visited  C. are visiting D. have visited 

934. Timmy ……. the living room while his mother …………. in the kitchen. 

 A. is tidying/cooks B. tidies/cooks C. is tidying/is cooking D. tidies/is cooking 

935. “You look tired” – “I ……….all day” 

 A. work   B. have worked C. worked  D. am working 

936. …………….. Grappa? 

 A. Have you ever drunk   B. Did you ever drink 

 C. Do you ever drank   B. Are you ever drinking 

937. Nothing ………his opinion. 

 A. can held against    B. can be held against  

 C. can be holding against   D. can be hold against   

938. Before they go to bed, their father often reads stories to them, most of which …… 

 A. are make up B. are making up C. are being made up D. are made up   

939. The man refused …….. to the hospital. 

 A. taken  B. taking  C. to be taken  D. being taken 

940. …………. nonsense and you are out of the group! 

 A. Keep talking B. Keeping talk  C. To keep talk  D. Keeping talked 

941. ……..being ill, she still went to work on time. 

 A. Although  B. In spite of  C. Even   D. Though 

942. He fell off his bike, ……. three teeth. 

 A. broke  B. break  C. breaking   D. having broken 

943. I suddenly caught him …….. in the bathroom. 

 A. smoke  B. smoking  C. smoked   D. to smoke 

944. He was accused …….. fake money. 

 A. to make  B. of making C. by making  D. making 

945. She does not want to get married as she hates …… housework. 

 A. doing  B. do   C. to do   D. to be doing 
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946. He was furious …… his girlfriend …….out with his closest friend in the football team. 

 A. to see/to go B. see/go  C. see/going   D. to see/ going 

947. I object …………..to the sea in this cold weather. 

 A. about going B. going  C. to going   D. of going 

948. By ……. day and night, he succeeded ……the job in time. 

A. working/to finish B. to work/in finishing C. working/finishing D. working/in finishing 

949. Every day I spend two hours ……… English. 

 A. learning  B. to learn  C. learn   D. learned 

950. This town is ………… I was born. 

 A. where   B. what  C. which   D. that 

951. Would you mind ……. your name on this list? 

 A. write  B. of writing  C. to write   D. writing 

952. I don’t know how …. my thanks to your kindness. 

 A. express  B. to express  C. expressing  D. expressing on 

953. His job involves ……. events for her school. 

 A. organize   B. on organizing C. in organizing  D. organizing 

954. I would like to express my gratitude ……. my family and teachers. 

 A. with  B. to   C. for    D. about 

955. I am looking forward ……….your sister. 

 A. to see  B. of seeing  C. to seeing   D. seeing 

956. I remember …… a dozen of eggs yesterday but I can’t find them now. 

 A. to buy  B. bought  C. buying   D. buy 

957. She enjoys …….. with her friends more than with her mother. 

 A. to go shopping B. going shopping C. going to shop  D. to go to shop 

958. He is not ……….to understand what the old man is saying. 

 A. enough young B. enough old C. young enough  D. old enough 

959. A number of students in my class …………… the handicapped. 

  A. volunteers to help B. volunteer helping C. volunteer to help  D. volunteers helping 

960. He always tries ……. the best conditions …….. his children. 

 A. to provide/with B. providing/for C. providing/with  D. to provide/for 

961. I need your ........ to repair the roof. 

 A. gratitude  B. care  C. assistance   D. concern 

962.There are many places of ....... in Hanoi. 

 A. attraction  B. interest  C. fame   D. beauty 

963. She made a generous .......... to the local charity. 

 A. money  B. inheritance C. pay    D. donation 

964. He was ...... because of irresponsibility. 

 A. out of work B. fired  C. employed   D. disqualified 

965. I have no ....... to his coming here. 

 A. objection  B. idea  C. protest   D. complaint 

966. The company has all services for the sick and the ......... 

 A. age  B. aging  C. aged   D. elder 

967. You are not allowed to ........ private phone calls in the office. 

 A. phone  B. call   C. make   D. do 

968.  ............ money is a simple way to do charity. 

 A. Donating  B. Having donated C. Donation   D. Donor 
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969. Ann ......... lives in London. She moved to Leeds two years ago. 

 A. still  B. no longer  C. never   D. yet 

970. She thought she was the ....... bride in the world. 

 A. happy  B. most happy  C. happier   D. happiest 

971. Have you washed your hands before ………lunch? 

 A. having  B. had   C. have   D. having had 

972. What an excellent student she is! She almost has no ……… the exercise. 

 A. difficult to finish   B. difficulty to finish 

 C. difficulty in finishing   D. difficult finishing 

973. How much time do you spend …….. new words per day? 

 A. learning  B. to learn  C. learned  D. learn 

974. Long has decided ……. a cooking course. 

 A. to attend  B. attend  C. attending  D. attended 

975. The teacher considers letting one of her students stay at home ……. her biggest mistake. 

 A. x   B. is    C. for   D. of 

976. Two thousand volunteers ……… the Illiteracy Eradication campaign this year. 

 A. join in  B. take part in C. participate in D. share in 

977. Mandy’s eyes’ color is different ……. that of Josh’s? 

 A. of    B. from  C. about  D. to 

978. Do you mind ……. me …. this computer? 

 A. helping/fixing B. to help/to fix C. helping/fix D. help/fixing 

979. He didn’t stay at home. ………., he went out with his friends. 

 A. On the contrary B. Although  C. However  D. Despite 

980. Sorry. I don’t mean ……. you. 

 A. to interrupt B. interrupting C. interrupt  D. interrupted 

981. Going out tonight means ……. the last episode of Smallville. 

 A. missing  B. to miss  C. having missed D. miss 

982. What …….. happen if there ……… no sun? 

 A. will/is  B. would/is  C. would/were D. will/were 

983. “Please focus …….. your study and not your hobbies.”, he said. 

=> He told me ……. /……….. my study rather than my hobbies. 

 A. x/ concentrate/ on   B. to/ to concentrate/x 

 C. of/ concentrating/ of   D. on/ to concentrate/ on 

984. ……… you think that I like you? 

 A. What did make B. What made C. What to make D. What is made 

985. Thomas …….. for Jakarta as soon as he ……. of your wedding. 

 A. had left/ had been informed  B. left/ was informed 

 C. left/ had been informed  D. leaves/ has been informed 

986. We are bored ……… the same activities in English lessons. 

 A. to do  B. with  C. at doing  D. to doing 

987. My brother has ……. 

 A. very large house B. a house very large C. house very large D. a very large house 

988. We have not had ……..  interesting talk to each other for a long time. 

 A. such  B. so   C. such an  D. so an 

989. Knowing several ……. helpful if you work for an international corporation. 

 A. language are B. language is C. languages is D. languages are 
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990. When …… a dictionary, you need to be able to understand the symbols and abbreviations it 

contains. 

 A. having used B. using  C. use   D. used 

991. It ……..  that many people are homeless after the flood. 

 A. was reported B. reports  C. is reported D. reporting 

992. The railway ……..  for weeks because of the snow. 

 A. was closed B. is closed  C. has been closed D. closed 

993. A new restaurant …....   next week. 

 A. will open  B. opens           C. will be opened   D. both A and c are correct 

994. “Be aware of the dog”, said Tom. 

=> Tom warned us ......... 

 A. to be aware of the dog   B. being aware of the dog 

 C. we should be aware of the dog D. aware of the dog 

995. She insisted ..... him wearing the red cravat. 

 A. in   B. on   C. of   D. about 

996. The teacher tried to explain the new formula ..... his students. 

 A. with  B. for   C. to    D. among 

997. The English contest ...... the Student Union is an annual event in my school. 

 A. by   B. organized by C. held  D. to held 

998. The participants must find ...... all the answers in order to go in the next round. 

 A. of   B. in   C. by   D. out 

999. The World Cup takes place ...... four years in different countries. 

 A. each  B. every   C. by   D. for 

1000. I worked .....a volunteer guide in the Asian Students’ sports competitions last year. 

 A. by   B. as   C. to    D. in 

1001. He offered ....... the bag for me. 

 A. to carry  B. on carrying C. for carrying D. to carrying 

1002. He always tries to make his wife and children ............. .  

 A. feel happy B. feeling happy C. to feel happy D. felt happy 

1003. ........... the end of the film, the heroine was reunited with her family. 

 A. In   B. At   C. To   D. For 

1004. I want to congratulate you ....... the contest. 

 A. to win  B. at winning C. on winning D. about winning 

 

 

1 C 11 C 21 B 31 C 41 B 51 D 61 C 71 D 81 C 91 D 

2 D 12 C 22 D 32 C 42 B 52 A 62 C 72 D 82 A 92 B 

3 A 13 B 23 D 33 B 43 A 53 D 63 C 73 A 83 D 93 B 

4 B 14 C 24 B 34 A 44 D 54 D 64 A 74 D 84 C 94 D 

5 B 15 C 25 C 35 D 45 B 55 B 65 A 75 B 85 B 95 A 

6 C 16 C 26 C 36 D 46 C 56 B 66 B 76 A 86 C 96 B 

7 B 17 B 27 C 37 D 47 C 57 C 67 A 77 B 87 A 97 C 

8 B 18 C 28 A 38 A 48 C 58 B 68 D 78 B 88 D 98 C 

9 D 19 C 29 B 39 B 49 D 59 C 69 A 79 A 89 C 99 B 

10 A 20 C 30 B 40 C 50 D 60 B 70 D 80 A 90 A 100 C 
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101 C 111 D 121 B 131 B 141 A 151 C 161 C 171 D 181 B 191 D 

102 D 112 D 122 C 132 C 142 C 152 C 162 B 172 B 182 C 192 B 

103 C 113 A 123 B 133 D 143 C 153 C 163 A 173 B 183 B 193 C 

104 A 114 B 124 A 134 B 144 B 154 B 164 B 174 B 184 A 194 B 

105 C 115 A 125 D 135 B 145 D 155 A 165 A 175 C 185 A 195 A 

106 C 116 B 126 A 136 B 146 D 156 D 166 D 176 D 186 D 196 C 

107 B 117 B 127 B 137 A 147 A 157 B 167 A 177 A 187 D 197 A 

108 A 118 D 128 C 138 C 148 B 158 D 168 C 178 D 188 C 198 A 

109 D 119 A 129 B 139 C 149 B 159 C 169 C 179 B 189 A 199 D 

110 D 120 C 130 A 140 B 150 A 160 D 170 A 180 B 190 B 200 C 

  

 

  

 

 

 

301 B 311 C 321 A 331 B 341 D 351 B 361 B 371 B 381 C 391 A 

302 B 312 D 322 B 332 D 342 A 352 A 362 A 372 D 382 A 392 B 

303 C 313 B 323 D 333 B 343 C 353 B 363 A 373 D 383 B 393 A 

304 B 314 A 324 B 334 B 344 A 354 C 364 C 374 A 384 A 394 C 

305 D 315 B 325 D 335 D 345 B 355 B 365 C 375 D 385 D 395 B 

306 B 316 A 326 B 336 A 346 D 356 A 366 C 376 D 386 B 396 B 

307 B 317 B 327 B 337 B 347 B 357 B 367 B 377 D 387 D 397 B 

308 C 318 D 328 C 338 A 348 C 358 C 368 C 378 D 388 C 398 C 

309 D 319 D 329 A 339 D 349 A 359 B 369 D 379 A 389 A 399 B 

310 A 320 A 330 D 340 A 350 A 360 A 370 C 380 D 390 C 400 B 

 

 

 

 

401 A 411 A 421 C 431 D 441 B 451 A 461 D 471 A 481 A 491 D 

201 C 211 D 221 B 231 B 241 B 251 C 261 B 271 A 281 C 291 B 

202 B 212 D 222 D 232 D 242 A 252 C 262 A 272 C 282 C 292 C 

203 B 213 A 223 C 233 A 243 A 253 A 263 B 273 B 283 B 293 B 

204 C 214 A 224 D 234 A 244 B 254 D 264 A 274 B 284 D 294 B 

205 D 215 B 225 C 235 C 245 D 255 A 265 B 275 D 285 C 295 B 

206 C 216 B 226 A 236 B 246 D 256 C 266 D 276 D 286 C 296 D 

207 C 217 A 227 B 237 B 247 A 257 A 267 C 277 D 287 B 297 D 

208 B 218 A 228 A 238 C 248 A 258 B 268 C 278 A 288 B 298 B 

209 D 219 C 229 B 239 C 249 C 258 A 269 D 279 B 289 A 299 D 

210 B 220 C 230 D 240 C 250 B 260 B 270 D 280 C 290 B 300 D 
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402 D 412 B 422 A 432 B 442 A 452 C 462 A 472 D 482 C 492 B 

403 B 413 D 423 D 433 A 443 B 453 D 463 B 473 D 483 C 493 D 

404 D 414 A 424 A 434 A 444 C 454 B 464 C 474 A 484 D 494 D 

405 A 415 C 425 B 435 B 445 B 455 A 465 D 475 C 485 B 495 A 

406 B 416 D 426 D 436 D 446 C 456 B 466 B 476 A 486 D 496 D 

407 A 417 C 427 B 437 C 447 A 457 C 467 D 477 C 487 B 497 A 

408 A 418 A 428 B 438 A 448 D 458 B 468 C 478 A 488 B 498 A 

409 C 419 B 429 D 439 A 449 D 459 D 469 B 479 B 489 C 499 D 

410 B 420 A 430 A 440 B 450 A 460 C 470 B 480 D 490 C 500 A 

 

 

501 C 511 B 521 A 531 D 541 B 551 C 561 B 571 A 581 C 591 B 

502 B 512 A 522 C 532 D 542 A 552 C 562 D 572 A 582 A 592 D 

503 A 513 A 523 D 533 A 543 D 553 A 563 D 573 D 583 C 593 B 

504 A 514 C 524 B 534 D 544 C 554 D 564 C 574 B 584 C 594 C 

505 C 515 D 525 C 535 D 545 A 555 A 565 C 575 C 585 B 595 A 

506 B 516 A 526 B 536 A 546 B 556 C 566 C 576 A 586 C 596 C 

507 D 517 C 527 D 537 C 547 B 557 D 567 A 577 B 587 C 597 C 

508 B 518 D 528 C 538 A 548 A 558 D 568 D 578 A 588 B 598 A 

509 B 519 B 529 C 539 C 549 B 559 C 569 B 579 B 589 C 599 D 

510 B 520 B 530 A 540 C 550 A 560 D 570 B 580 A 590 B 600 B 

  

601 A 611 A 621 C 631 D 641 B 651 A 661 B 671 C 681 B 691 B 

602 C 612 A 622 A 632 B 642 A 652 C 662 C 672 C 682 D 692 D 

603 B 613 B 623 D 633 A 643 B 653 D 663 B 673 B 683 B 693 C 

604 A 614 D 624 A 634 A 644 C 654 B 664 C 674 D 684 A 694 C 

605 B 615 B 625 B 635 B 645 B 655 A 665 A 675 B 685 D 695 C 

606 D 616 C 626 D 636 D 646 C 656 B 666 B 676 B 686 C 696 B 

607 A 617 A 627 B 637 C 647 A 657 C 667 A 677 B 687 D 697 C 

608 C 618 D 628 B 638 A 648 D 658 B 668 B 678 D 688 C 698 D 

609 D 619 B 629 D 639 A 649 D 659 D 669 C 679 B 689 D 699 B 

610 C 620 A 630 A 640 B 650 A 660 C 670 C 680 A 690 B 700 D 
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701 D 711 D 721 D 731 D 741 B 751 C 761 B 771 C 781 C 791 B 

702 B 712 C 722 D 732 B 742 D 752 C 762 D 772 C 782 D 792 A 

703 B 713 B 723 C 733 C 743 A 753 C 763 A 773 D 783 A 793 C 

704 C 714 C 724 C 734 A 744 D 754 C 764 C 774 B 784 B 794 D 

705 B 715 D 725 B 735 C 745 B 755 A 765 D 775 B 785 A 795 C 

706 B 716 B 726 B 736 C 746 C 756 C 766 C 776 A 786 D 796 B 

707 D 717 B 727 D 737 A 747 B 757 C 767 C 777 A 787 A 797 A 

708 C 718 B 728 B 738 A 748 C 758 A 768 A 778 C 788 A 798 A 

709 C 719 C 729 D 739 C 749 C 759 C 769 B 779 C 789 A 799 D 

710 B 720 D 730 B 740 B 750 C 760 A 770 A 780 C 790 C 800 D 

 

 

801 B 811 C 821 C 831 A 841 D 851 B 861 D 871 B 881 A 891 D 

802 B 812 A 822 B 832 C 842 C 852 A 862 D 872 A 882 B 892 D 

803 C 813 B 823 C 833 D 843 D 853 C 863 B 873 A 883 D 893 B 

804 B 814 C 824 B 834 C 844 B 854 A 864 C 874 C 884 C 894 A 

805 C 815 A 825 B 835 D 845 B 855 D 865 A 875 C 885 B 895 B 

806 A 816 D 826 A 836 A 846 C 856 B 866 A 876 B 886 A 896 C 

807 B 817 B 827 B 837 D 847 A 857 B 867 B 877 A 887 B 897 A 

808 B 818 A 828 B 838 B 848 B 858 B 868 A 878 D 888 B 898 B 

809 D 819 C 829 C 839 C 849 C 859 A 869 B 879 D 889 B 899 C 

810 A 820 A 830 C 840 C 850 A 860 B 870 A 880 A 890 C 900 B 

 

901 D 911 A 921 D 931 A 941 B 951 D 961 C 971 A 981 A 991 C 

902 B 912 C 922 B 932 A 942 C 952 B 962 B 972 C 982 C 992 C 

903 C 913 B 923 A 933 D 943 B 953 D 963 D 973 A 983 D 993 D 

904 B 914 D 924 C 934 C 944 B 954 B 964 B 974 A 984 B 994 A 

905 D 915 B 925 C 935 B 945 A 955 C 965 A 975 C 985 C 995 B 

906 A 916 A 926 A 936 A 946 D 956 C 966 C 976 B 986 B 996 C 

907 B 917 A 927 C 937 B 947 C 957 B 967 C 977 B 987 D 997 B 

908 C 918 C 928 D 938 D 948 D 958 D 968 A 978 C 988 C 998 D 

909 D 919 A 929 B 939 C 949 A 959 C 969 B 979 A 989 C 999 B 
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910 C 920 B 930 A 940 A 950 A 960 D 970 D 980 A 990 B 1000 B 

  

1001 A 

1002 A 

1003 B 

1004 C 

 

Tham gia Dự án “40 NGÀY LẤY TRỌN ĐIỂM 9 MÔN TIẾNG ANH”   

Phát sóng: 21h Thứ 2-4-6 hàng tuần  

Fanpage: https://www.facebook.com/thpt.mshoa/  

Tham gia chuyên đề “19 NGÀY BOOST TỪ VỰNG THPT 2020”  

Phát sóng : 21h t3-t5-t7 hàng tuần  

Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/thpt.mshoa/  

Tham gia khóa học IELTS 5.5 ONLINE FREE 4 kỹ năng  

Fanpage: https://www.facebook.com/aland.edu.vn/  

Tham gia cộng đồng tự học IELTS được hướng dẫn bởi các chuyên gia 8.0 IELTS   

Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/ielts.aland/ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
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